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ABSTRACT 

The complex geology of the Arabian plate together with the sparse nature of previous 

datasets have prevented a detailed characterization of the lithospheric structure and its 

spatial relationship to surface geology. With newly acquired large amount of seismic 

data, we investigate the crustal and upper-mantle velocity structure and develop high-

resolution 3-D shear-wave velocity models for Saudi Arabia using receiver functions and 

surface wave dispersion velocities. Our datasets, including teleseismic data for obtaining 

receiver functions and regional earthquake data for measuring Rayleigh-wave dispersion 

curves, are recorded by Saudi National Seismic Network (SNSN) stations operated by the 

Saudi Geological Survey (SGS). Our results reveal significant lateral variations in shear-

wave speeds of the crust and upper mantle, bulk Vp/Vs ratio, crustal thickness, and 

Lithosphere-Asthenosphere Boundary (LAB) depth beneath Saudi Arabia. Particularly, 

we notice interesting mantle-lid velocity and temperature patterns in which slow shear-

velocities and high temperatures are observed below the southern and northern tips of the 

Arabian shield, compared with the values obtained for the central shield. Also, we detect 

high crustal bulk Vp/Vs ratios in Harrat Lunayyir and a few crustal low shear-velocity 

anomalies below the Cenozoic lava fields in the Arabian shield. In addition, a rather thin 

lithosphere and an upper-mantle low shear-velocity zone below western Arabia are 

imaged. We discuss our results and how they are related to previous geochemical 

observations, the origin of the Cenozoic volcanism, the influence of the Red Sea rift and 

the Afar plume on the volcanism, as well as possible plumbing system of magmas 

underneath western Arabia. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This section is an overview of the dissertation. First, I introduce the geological and 

geophysical background on the study area - the Arabian plate, and point out the open 

questions addressed by this dissertation. Subsequently, we give a short introduction for 

the recorded seismic data and the associated processing. Finally, we briefly describe the 

three projects presented in the following chapters. 

1.1 Background and Objective 

The Arabian plate is geologically divided into two distinct terrains: the Arabian shield in 

the west and the Arabian platform in the east (Fig 1.1). Extensive Precambrian 

Proterozoic basement rocks are exposed in the Arabian shield, although they underlie the 

entire Arabian Peninsula. Cenozoic volcanic rocks, known as “harrats”, mainly overlie 

the western portion of the Arabian shield. The Arabian platform is covered by 

predominant Paleozoic, Mesozoic and Cenozoic sedimentary rocks with increasing 

thickness eastward away from the shield (Brown, 1972; Stoeser and Camp, 1985).  

The Red Sea rifting strongly affects the geology and recent tectonic history of western 

Saudi Arabia. Rifting processes initiated in the Afar ~30 Ma ago, and spread northward 

and eastward to form the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden, along with Arabia northeastward 

separating from Africa (Camp and Roobol, 1992; Bosworth et al., 2005; Garfunkel and 

Beyth, 2006). The Gulf of Aden reveals a well-developed mid-ocean (Cochran, 1981). In 

contrast, the Red Sea shows a more complicated pattern triggering much controversy. 

Some studies suggest that the Red Sea is passively rifting, driven by extensional stresses 
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due to some far-field forces such as slab pull (e.g., McGuire and Bohannon, 1989; 

Koulakov et al., 2016; Yao et al., 2017). Other studies (e.g., Bellahsen et al., 2003; 

Hansen et al., 2007) argue that the Red Sea developed as an active rift, driven by hot 

mantle upwelling, while work by Camp and Roobol (1992), Ebinger and Sleep (1998) 

and Daradich et al. (2003) propose that the Red Sea rifting was initiated by passive 

processes and followed by more recent active processes. Geological and geophysical data 

suggest that the southern Red Sea has evolved into oceanic seafloor spreading (Ebinger 

and Sleep, 1998; Daradich et al., 2003), while the northern Red Sea is still at a passive 

rifting stage (Kaban et al., 2016) and/or an active rift at the end of its continental stage 

starting to transition into seafloor spreading (Cochran and Martinez, 1988).  

Western Arabia is characterized by extensive Cenozoic basaltic lava fields. These lava 

regions, forming during the past 30 Ma (Camp and Roobol, 1992), cover large areas of 

~180,000 km2 in total (Coleman et al., 1983). Volcanism in western Arabia is still active, 

even to very recent times. Over twenty major volcanic eruptions during the past 1500 

years are recognized (Camp et al., 1987). The last large surface eruption occurred in 1256 

AD just south of the holy city of Medinah (Camp et al., 1987). The last major volcanic 

activity occurred between April and June 2009 in Harrat Lunayyir (Fig 2.1) where a 

swarm of more than 30,000 earthquakes were triggered by a magmatic dike intrusion 

(Pallister et al., 2010). However, the exact origin of the Cenozoic volcanism in western 

Arabia is still debated. Chang et al. (2011) suggests it may be related northward 

migrating material that stems from the Afar plume. Other studies argue that the major 

cause of the Cenozoic volcanism may be related to a local mantle plume/upwelling 
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(Camp and Roobol, 1992; Koulakov et al., 2016) or the Arabian lithospheric thinning 

correlated to the Red Sea rift (Moufti et al., 2012; 2013). 

Based on the above background information, a number of important questions arise 

related to the exact origin of the Cenozoic volcanism, the influence of the Red Sea rift 

and the Afar plume on the Arabian volcanism, and the possible mantle-to-crust magma 

plumbing system. Previous models or explanations to these questions are not well 

resolved or still disputed. I aim to address the above open questions by investigating the 

lithospheric velocity structure and developing a high-resolution 3-D shear-wave velocity 

model of the crust and upper mantle for Saudi Arabia with body wave (e.g., receiver 

function) and surface wave data (e.g., Rayleigh-wave group-velocities dispersion data). 

In addition, I develop a 3-D shear-velocity model of Saudi Arabia that provides a robust 

basis for other follow-up studies on seismic event relocation, density/thermal structure of 

the Arabian plate, and more detailed local seismic imaging.  
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Figure 1.1 Tectonic map of the Arabian plate and its adjacent regions, indicating the 

major tectonic features, the Cenozoic volcanic fields during the past 12 Ma, etc. 
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1.2 Seismic Data and Methods 

The datasets utilized in the studies are assembled from seismic waveforms recorded by 

broadband seismic stations in Saudi Arabia. These stations, belonging to the permanent 

Saudi National Seismic Network (SNSN) operated by the Saudi Geological Survey 

(SGS), have been deployed since 2006 and increased over time. We use a subset of the 

entire station network of ~300 stations that was in operation at the end of 2017. We 

obtained both teleseismic events that are used for computing receiver functions and 

regional earthquakes utilized to measure fundamental-mode Rayleigh-wave group-

velocities from the SGS.  

Receiver function is an effective tool for investigating the velocity structure beneath the 

free surface. Briefly, the receiver function approach identifies converted phases (i.e., Ps 

or Sp conversions) that refract from seismic interfaces through coordinate rotation and 

deconvolution (Hansen et al., 2007). P-wave receiver functions (PRFs) consist of direct 

P-wave, P-to-S conversion (Ps) generated by refraction across a major discontinuity, and 

multiples (PpPs and PpSs+PsPs) caused by reflections between the free surface and the 

interface in a simple layer-over-half space model (Fig 1.2). S-wave receiver functions 

(SRFs) contain the S-to-P conversions (Sp) from refraction across discontinuities below 

the subsurface (Fig 1.3). The amplitudes of the conversions (Ps or Sp) and reverberations 

carry significant information on the velocity contrast across interfaces. Additionally, the 

traveltimes of the conversions and multiples are related to the depth of discontinuities and 

the velocity structure above it.  
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Depth-dependent shear-velocity variations can be obtained through detailed modeling of 

PRF waveforms (Owens et al., 1984). However, crustal reverberations in PRFs often 

suppress the Ps conversion and multiples caused by deeper discontinuities such as the 

lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary (LAB). Unlike PRFs, the converted Sp by the LAB 

in SRFs is theoretically not interrupted. Thus, SRFs can provide a robust constraint on the 

lithospheric and sub-lithospheric depths.  

To remove, or reduce ambiguities in layer thickness (depth) and corresponding wave 

speeds, additional information/data is needed. For this purpose, surface-wave dispersion 

data are useful in order to constrain absolute velocity with depth within frequency-

dependent averages. Therefore, combining these three datasets into a joint inversion 

reduces the nonuniqueness of the inversion problem (Ammon et al., 1990), and resolves 

fine velocity variations with depth within crustal and upper-mantle levels (Julià et al., 

2000).  

In our studies, we analyze PRFs, SRFs, and surface-wave dispersion information (here, 

Rayleigh-wave group-velocities) separately using a hierarchical set of approaches (from 

simple to complex), including H-k stacking, surface-wave tomography, and joint 

inversion, to investigate the crustal and upper-mantle structure of Saudi Arabia. H-k 

stacking is a useful one-step inversion to estimate crustal thickness (H) and bulk Vp/Vs 

ratio (k) beneath a given station with PRFs, assuming a simple layer-over-half space 

model. Fast Marching Surface Tomography (FMST) is an approach to obtain 2-D 

Rayleigh-wave group-velocity maps for each period with measured dispersion velocities 

between each event-station pair. Joint inversion then constructs the shear-velocity depth 
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profile for a given station with both receiver function and surface-wave dispersion 

velocity data.   
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Figure 1.2 Seismic rays (left) associated with an incoming P-wavefront at the base of a 

uniform velocity layer over a half-space, and corresponding P-wave receiver function 

waveform (right) for the layer-over-half space model (Report to KACST by Julià, 2008). 

 

Figure 1.3 Seismic raypaths (bottom) associated with an incoming S-wavefront at the 

base of a layered velocity model which comprises a 2-layer crust and a lithospheric 

mantle lid overlying a lower-velocity asthenosphere as well as the corresponding S-wave 

receiver function waveform (top) in reversed time for the velocity model (Report to 

KACST by Julià, 2008). 

! 3!

Task 1 – Computation of P- and S-wave Receiver Functions. 
 
We# will# compute# PRFs# and# SRFs# for# all# the# broadband# stations# within# the# Saudi# seismic#
networks.#We#will#follow#the#approaches#of#Langston#(1979)#and#Sodoudi#et#al.#(2005)#for#the#
computation#of#PRFs#and#SRFs,#respectively,#along#with#the#iterative#deconvolution#method#of#
Ligorría#and#Ammon#(1999).#The#number#of#receiver#function#waveforms#will#depend#on#the#
recording#time#window#and#quality#of#the#broadband#station. 
 
Introduction 
 
P-wave receiver functions (PRFs) have become a popular method to examine crustal and upper 
mantle structure in a variety of tectonic settings around the globe (e.g. Langston, 1979; Owens et 
al., 1984; Ammon, 1991; Kosarev et al., 1999; Yuan et al., 2000). Teleseismic P-waveforms 
recorded at three-component seismic stations contain much information on the earthquake 
source, the structure near both the source and the receiver, and the mantle path in between. PRFs 
are obtained by removing the effects of the source and the path to isolate near-receiver structure 
(Langston, 1979). At relatively sharp velocity discontinuities, several percent of an incoming P-
wave’s energy is converted to a S-wave; the amplitudes of the resulting P-to-S conversions carry 
important information on the velocity contrast across the discontinuity and the S-P travel-times 
of the conversions depend on the depth of the discontinuity as well as the velocity of the 
structure above it. Examining both the radial and tangential receiver functions can provide 
additional constraints on dipping interfaces and anisotropy (e.g. Langston, 1977; Cassidy, 1992; 
Levin and Park, 1997). 

In general, the receiver function method utilizes coordinate rotation and deconvolution to 
identify converted phases from seismic discontinuities. To compute a PRF, teleseismic P-
waveforms are first rotated from the N-E-Z to the R-T-Z coordinate system using the event’s 
back-azimuth. Then, to remove source and path effects, the data are equalized by deconvolving 
the Z component from the R and T components, which creates both radial and tangential PRFs 
(Langston, 1979; Ammon, 1991). PRFs are mainly composed of P-to-S converted energy, 
containing both refracted phases (Ps) as well as reverberations (PpPs and PpSs+PsPs) generated 
by reflections between the free surface and discontinuities at depth (Figure 1). Positive 
amplitudes indicate velocity increases with depth while negative amplitudes indicate velocity 
decreases with depth. 

 

Figure 1 – (left) Seismic rays associated to a plane P-wavefront impinging at the base of a uniform 
velocity layer over a half-space. (right) Receiver function waveform (PRF) for the layer-over-half space 
model to the left. Note how each peak and trough in the PRF is related to a specific ray-path in the model.  

! 4!

While PRFs have become a routine technique to detect crustal and uppermost mantle 
discontinuities, S-wave receiver functions (SRFs) are now becoming widely used to detect 
lithospheric and sub-lithospheric mantle discontinuities. Similar to PRFs, several percent of an 
incoming S-wave’s energy is converted into P-wave energy when a velocity discontinuity is 
encountered. SRFs, however, tend to be noisier than PRFs since the conversions of interest arrive 
after the P-wave. SRFs also have longer periods so they do not resolve the fine structure within 
the crust and mantle lithosphere. However, unlike PRFs, where multiples can mask the 
conversions of interest, S-to-P conversions upon refraction (Sp) on SRFs can be more clearly 
identified because they arrive earlier than the direct S phase while all multiples arrive later 
(Figure 2). This is particularly useful when trying to image the lithosphere-asthenosphere 
boundary (LAB). On PRFs, crustal multiples generally arrive at the same time as the LAB 
conversion, making the LAB signal almost impossible to detect. On SRFs, the separation of the 
multiples from the direct converted phases allows the LAB to be more easily imaged (e.g. Farra 
and Vinnik, 2000; Li et al., 2004; Kumar et al., 2005; 2007; Hansen et al., 2007). 

 

Figure 2 – (bottom) Seismic rays associated to a plane S-wavefront impinging at the base of a layered 
velocity model consisting of a 2-layer crust and a lithospheric mantle lid overlying a lower-velocity 
asthenosphere. (top) S-wave receiver function waveform (SRF) for the model above (plotted in reversed 
time). Note how the conversions upon refraction at each discontinuity (Sp phases) never interfere with the 
corresponding multiply reverberated phases. 

Compared to PRF analysis, a few additional processing steps are necessary to generate a SRF. 
As before, waveforms are first rotated from the N-E-Z to the R-T-Z coordinate system using the 
event’s back-azimuth. Then, to detect Sp conversions, the data must be rotated around the 
incidence angle into the SH-SV-P coordinate system (Li et al., 2004). This second rotation is 
critical because if an incorrect incidence angle is used, noise can be significantly enhanced and 
converted phases may become undetectable. To make the SRFs directly comparable to PRFs, 
both the time axes and the amplitudes of the SRFs are reversed (Farra and Vinnik, 2000; Li et al., 
2004; Kumar et al., 2005; 2007). 
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1.3 Dissertation Overview  

In this thesis, I present three individual yet connected research projects, including their 

specific data, methodology, results, discussion and implications, in the following 

chapters.   

Chapter 2 presents the project “The lithospheric shear-wave velocity structure of Saudi 

Arabia: Young volcanism in an old shield”. This work was published in the journal 

Tectonophysics in 2016. In this study, I obtain PRFs for 56 stations from 157 teleseismic 

events, and then analyze the obtained PRFs with H-k stacking approach to estimate the 

bulk Vp/Vs ratio and the crustal thickness below each station. Subsequently, PRFs are 

jointly inverted with fundamental-mode Rayleigh-wave group-velocities (at periods of 10 

- 100 s) extracted from the tomographic study of Pasyanos (2005) to estimate a 1-D 

shear-wave velocity model under each station. Based on the analysis for PRFs, I find 

significant lateral variations of bulk Vp/Vs ratio, crustal thickness and shear-wave speeds 

within the crust and uppermost mantle across Saudi Arabia. Additionally, I estimate the 

temperature of the upper-mantle lid, indicating significant lateral variations in the 

Arabian shield.  

Chapter 3 presents the project “Evidence for crustal low shear-wave speed in western 

Saudi Arabia from multi-scale fundamental-mode Rayleigh-wave group-velocity 

tomography”. This project was published in Earth and Planetary Science Letters on June 

2018. In the study, I first measure Rayleigh-wave group-velocity dispersion curves 

between each event-station pair from regional earthquake data. Next, I apply the Fast 

Marching Surface Tomography (FMST) scheme of Rawlinson (2005) to obtain Rayleigh-
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wave group-velocity maps at various periods (8 - 40 s). Additionally, I invert the 

Rayleigh-wave group-velocities (tomographic results) to obtain a 1-D shear-wave 

velocity-depth profile at each grid node. Finally, I obtain a series of 1-D inverted models 

that are interpolated to construct a 3-D shear-velocity model of the crust and upper 

mantle for Saudi Arabia. In the shear-velocity model, I identify low shear-velocity 

anomalies at crustal levels under the Cenozoic volcanism areas and an upper-mantle low 

velocity zone (LVZ) below the Arabian shield. The possible interpretations for these 

interesting findings are discussed at the end of Chapter 3.  

Chapter 4 presents the project “Crustal and upper-mantle shear-velocity structure beneath 

Saudi Arabia from joint inversion of P-/S-wave receiver functions and Rayleigh-wave 

group-velocity dispersion data”. The manuscript is still in preparation. In the study, I 

develop a high-resolution 3-D shear-wave velocity model of the crust and upper mantle 

for Saudi Arabia by jointly inverting PRFs, SRFs, and fundamental-mode Rayleigh-wave 

group-velocities at 156 stations. Our 3-D model (from joint inversion) reveals significant 

lateral variations in crustal, lithospheric thickness, and shear-wave speeds within the 

crustal and upper-mantle levels across Saudi Arabia. I then discuss possible 

interpretations of the observed velocity anomalies at crustal and upper-mantle levels; 

these shed light on several open questions, including the origin of the Cenozoic 

volcanism, the influence of the Red Sea rift and the Afar plume on the Cenozoic 

volcanism, as well as the plumbing system of magmas below western Arabia. 
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 Chapter 2 

The lithospheric shear-wave velocity structure of Saudi Arabia: Young 

volcanism in an old shield 

2.1 Introduction 

A number of previous geophysical studies (e.g., Sandvol et al., 1998; Kumar et al., 2002; 

Julià et al., 2003; Al-Damegh et al., 2005; Tkalčić et al., 2006; Hansen et al., 2007) have 

provided important insight into the large-scale structure of the lithosphere of Saudi 

Arabia. The complex geology of the Arabian plate together with the sparse nature of 

previous datasets, however, have limited the information and prevented a detailed 

characterization of the lithospheric structure and its spatial relationship to surface 

geology. In particular, lateral variations in crustal thickness and shear-wave velocity 

across the Arabian plate are not well resolved. Although variations from west to east 

seems generally consistent among those studies, detailed differences of the velocity 

structure between the Arabian shield and the Arabian platform remain elusive. There is 

also considerable ambiguity regarding the lateral variations in crustal thickness along the 

western margin of Saudi Arabia, close to the Red Sea, and within the regions of recent 

volcanism. 

More interestingly, the precise origin and detailed plumbing of the pronounced Cenozoic 

volcanism in western Saudi Arabia – locally known as harrats - is still unresolved. These 

volcanic outcrops are expected to originate from localized deep sources within the crust 

(Camp and Roobol, 1992), but unambiguous seismic imaging of such sources is still 
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lacking. While slow P- and S-wave velocities and large Vp/Vs ratios are expected under 

the harrats due to the likely presence of partial melt, recent local tomography studies 

(Hansen et al., 2013) reported a pronounced fast P-velocity anomaly between 10 and 20 

km depths in Harrat Lunayyir. Also, the Cenozoic volcanism may be ultimately 

originating from either lateral mantle flow from the Afar and, perhaps, Jordan hotspots 

(Chang and Van der Lee, 2011), or a local mantle plume beneath the Arabian shield 

(Camp and Roobol, 1992). Chang et al. (2011) inferred a region of deep (~150 km) low 

shear velocities under the southern Red Sea and the western Arabian plate, which they 

consider as an indication for lateral mantle flow from the Afar plume to western Arabia. 

Moreover, a quasi-vertical low S-velocity anomaly under Jordan had been imaged 

(Chang and Van der Lee, 2011). Previous petrological work (e.g., McGuire, 1988) on 

xenolith samples from various harrats provide point estimates of crustal and upper-mantle 

temperature-pressure conditions that can be reconciled with seismological observations. 

It is thus particularly critical to interpret the lithospheric properties and their relation to 

the possible lateral flows of plume materials by investigating crustal and upper-mantle 

shear velocity structures under the areas of active volcanism on the Arabian shield. 

In this study, we make use of a newly acquired seismic dataset, recorded on a modern 

(broadband), permanent seismic network operated by Saudi Geological Survey (SGS), to 

investigate the detailed lithospheric structure of Saudi Arabia. We determine crustal and 

upper-mantle S-wave velocity structure by jointly inverting receiver functions and 

surface-wave dispersion curves (Julià et al., 2000; 2003). The receiver functions were 

computed from teleseismic P-waveforms recorded by the broadband network, while the 

dispersion curves were extracted from the independent tomographic study of Pasyanos 
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(2005). We also estimated bulk Vp/Vs ratios and crustal thicknesses under each station 

using the H-κ stacking technique of Zhu and Kanamori (2000). Our study extends 

previous efforts to map crustal and upper-mantle structures of the Arabian plate (e.g. 

Julià et al., 2003; Tkalčić et al., 2006; Hansen et al., 2007), providing a more 

comprehensive analysis of the velocity structure of Saudi Arabia. 

2.2 Geological and Geophysical Background 

2.2.1 Geology and Tectonic Setting 

The Arabian plate consists of the western Arabian shield and the eastern Arabian 

platform (Fig 2.1). The Arabian shield is mainly composed by six Proterozoic terrains, 

separated by four major ophiolite-bearing suture zones (Schmidt et al., 1979). The six 

major terrains include four western intra-oceanic island-arc terranes (Midyan, Hijaz, 

Jeddah and Asir) and two eastern continental terrains (Afif and Ar Rayn). These micro-

plates were accreted 600-900 million years ago (Stoeser and Camp, 1985), eventually 

making part of a larger Pan-African orogen that crossed supercontinent Gondwana (e.g. 

Kröner and Stern, 2004). Much of the Arabian shield is thus formed by Precambrian 

rocks, although Cenozoic volcanic rocks related to the opening of the Red Sea are present 

along the western part. In contrast, the Arabian platform is covered by predominant 

Paleozoic, Mesozoic and Cenozoic sedimentary rocks. The thickness of these 

Phanerozoic sediments increases from the west to the east, reaching up to about 8-10 km 

thickness near the Arabian Gulf (Brown, 1972; Stoeser and Camp, 1985). 

The Red Sea started forming when modern Arabia began to separate from Africa, 

approximately 30 Ma (Camp and Roobol, 1992; Bosworth et al., 2005; Garfunkel and 
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Beyth, 2006). During this process, periods of both passive and active rifting occurred. 

Passive rifting is initiated by extensional stresses caused by plate motions that stretch and 

thin the lithosphere, which in turn generates an upwelling of hot asthenospheric material 

and volcanism below the rift. Active rifting is due to upwelling of hot mantle material 

that leads to thermal uplift and lithospheric erosion, thus thinning the overlying 

lithosphere. One model of Red Sea evolution invokes a two-stage rifting process in which 

rifting is initiated passively and followed by a period of active rifting (Camp and Roobol, 

1992; Ebinger and Sleep, 1998; Daradich et al., 2003). The southern Red Sea (south of 

~21°N) has already evolved into a rifting stage involving seafloor spreading and volcanic 

activity (Ebinger and Sleep, 1998; Daradich et al., 2003; Chang et al., 2011; Xu and 

Jonsson, 2014), while the northern Red Sea (north of ~21°N) is interpreted as an active 

rift at the end of its continental stage that is starting to transition into oceanic seafloor 

spreading (Cochran and Martinez, 1988). 

The western margin of the Arabian plate is dotted with evidence of recent volcanism 

expressed in form of extensive lava fields (harrats) reaching from Yemen to Syria and 

Jordan (Fig 2.1). The lava fields formed during the past 30 Ma (Camp and Roobol, 1992), 

and are divided into two phases of volcanism: tholeiitic-to-transitional (30-20 Ma), 

paralleling to the Red Sea margin; and transitional-to-alkalic (12 Ma to recent), along a 

more north-south trending. This bimodal character has been attributed to the two-stage 

rifting process along the Red Sea. There is also active volcanism in western Saudi Arabia. 

The last major surface volcanic eruption occurred in 1256 AD just south of the holy city 

of Medinah (Camp et al., 1987). The last major volcanic event in this region dates to 

early 2009, and occurred in Harrat Lunayyir, a prominent lava field at the western margin 
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of the Arabian plate (Fig 2.1). This region experienced a volcanic crisis with pronounced 

seismicity, including a mb 5.7 shallow earthquake, and over 30,000 aftershocks between 

April and June 2009, triggered by a magmatic dyke intrusion that stopped ~2 km beneath 

the subsurface (Pallister et al., 2010). This volcanic crisis at Harrat Lunayyir 

demonstrates that potentially damaging magmatic processes and earthquakes can occur 

any time, and not only within the rifts, but also along their passive margins (Ebinger and 

Belachew, 2010). 

2.2.2 Previous Geophysical Studies 

Numerous geophysical studies have been conducted to examine the lithospheric structure 

of the Arabian plate. Most early studies focused on the Arabian shield, and were based on 

receiver functions (e.g., Sandvol et al., 1998; Kumar et al., 2002), analysis of surface 

wave recordings (e.g., Mokhtar and Al-Saeed, 1994; Rodgers et al., 1999; Mokhtar et al., 

2001) as well as seismic refraction surveys (e.g., Mooney et al., 1985; Prodehl, 1985; 

Gettings et al., 1986). In the past decade, Julià et al. (2003) and Tkalčić et al. (2006) 

estimated the lithospheric shear-wave velocity structure by modeling both receiver 

functions and surface wave dispersion curves. For the Arabian shield, Julià et al. (2003) 

inferred a 32-36 km thick crust containing a 10-12 km thick upper crust, a velocity 

gradient between 16 and 22 km depth, and a lower crust with rather constant velocity 

(~3.8 km/s). They reported a crust-to-mantle transition of 4-12 km thickness, and upper 

mantle S-wave velocities between 4.3 to 4.6 km/s, with some lateral variations in crust 

and upper mantle. Tkalčić et al. (2006) observed rapid crustal thinning of the Arabian 

shield toward the Red Sea, anomalously low upper mantle velocities, and strong 
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polarization anisotropy in the lithospheric upper mantle beneath the Arabian shield. Al-

Damegh et al. (2005) reported Moho depths and Vp/Vs ratios for 23 stations within the 

Arabian plate using receiver functions and a slant stacking method. They estimated the 

average crustal thickness to 39 km beneath the Arabian shield, which then thins towards 

the west to ~23 km along the Red Sea coast and ~25 km along the margin of the Aqaba 

Gulf. For the southeastern Arabian platform, they also inferred crustal thicknesses of 41-

53 km, considerably thicker than those (~33-37 km) for the northern Arabian platform. 

The work by Hansen et al. (2007) used S-wave receiver functions to estimate the depths 

to the Moho and the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary (LAB) for the Arabian 

Peninsula, revealing west-to-east crustal and lithospheric thickening from the Red Sea 

margin to the eastern Arabian shield. Most recently, Chang et al. (2011) and Chang and 

Van der Lee (2011) imaged upper mantle velocity structure beneath Arabia and 

surrounding regions from the joint inversion of a compilation of seismic datasets, which 

included teleseismic S and SKS arrival times, regional S and Rayleigh waveform fits, 

Rayleigh wave group velocities, and independent Moho constraints from receiver 

functions, reflection/refraction profiles, and gravity measurements. One important finding 

from that study is that slow shear velocities at 150 km depth stretch from under the Afar 

depression, through the southern Red Sea, and into western Arabia. More significantly, 

they found a quasi-vertical low velocity anomaly under Jordan that they interpreted as a 

mantle plume that may be accounting for the volcanism in Jordan, northern Arabia, and 

southern Turkey. 
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Figure 2.1 Geographic map of the Arabian plate and surrounding regions, showing also 

the major geologic features of six accreted terranes (Miyan terrane, Hijiaz terrane, Jeddah 

terrane, Asir terrane, Afif terrane and Ar-rayn terrane), and areas of volcanic activity in 

the last 12 million years. 
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2.3 Seismic Data and Processing 

2.3.1 Seismic Data 

In 2008, the Saudi Geological Survey (SGS) began to install a modern permanent 

broadband seismic network across Saudi Arabia, with an average inter-station spacing of 

about 70 km along the western shield and augmented by temporary deployments if 

required by ongoing seismic activity. Applying rigorous data-quality criteria, we use a 

subset of 56 seismic stations (Fig 2.2) of the entire station network, of ~130 stations that 

operated at the end of 2012. The station coverage is non-uniform, with high station 

density in western Saudi Arabia, in particular in regions of recent volcanism or areas of 

special interest (Fig 2.2a-c), but limited coverage over parts of the Arabian platform and 

in particular in the southeastern desert. 

For the present study, we selected 157 teleseismic events (𝑚" > 5.5) with epicentral 

distances between 30° and 90° and no prescribed depth range for a five-year period 

between 2008 and 2012. Since not all selected earthquakes were recorded on each station, 

and not each event was recorded with sufficient signal-to-noise ratio at any given station, 

the total number of usable events is typically less than 157 for each site. Figure 2.3 

illustrates a typical event set, shown here for station TATS (Lat 19.54°, Lon 43.48°), with 

ray-parameter and back-azimuth for the 135 selected events displayed in a polar diagram.  

Most teleseismic events arrive with back-azimuths between 25° and 110°, and epicentral 

distances between 60 and 90° (hence the ray-parameters between 0.04 and 0.06 s/km), 

corresponding to sources predominantly in the subduction zones of the western Pacific 

and Eurasian plates. 
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Figure 2.2 Distribution of seismic stations used in this study. Insets a, b, and c display 

sub-arrays for Harrat Lunayyir, Harrat Rahat and Jeddah area that are studied in more 

detail. Thick black lines indicate three cross sections discussed in Figure 2.10. 
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Figure 2.3 Back-azimuth and ray-parameter coverage for station TATS, showing the P-

wave teleseismic earthquake sources. The angular coordinate corresponds to the back-

azimuth in steps of 30°, while the radial coordinate denotes to the ray-parameter in steps 

of 0.025 s/km. The total number of events for TATS available in this study is 135. 
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2.3.2 Receiver Function Processing 

Receiver functions (RF) are time series calculated by deconvolving the vertical 

component of motion from the corresponding horizontal components. The deconvolution 

removes the signature of the instrument response and the source time functions, leaving 

the near-receiver propagation effects in the deconvolved waveforms (Langston, 1979). 

For a simple layer-over-half space model, RF time series consist of the direct P-wave, the 

P-to-S conversion (Ps) upon refraction across the discontinuity, and two reverberations 

(PpPs and PsPs+PpSs) between the free surface and the discontinuity. The largest 

amplitudes in the RF waveforms are generally associated with the crust-mantle boundary. 

Therefore, modeling the S-P travel-times associated with those amplitudes is commonly 

utilized to constrain crustal thickness and bulk Vp/Vs ratio of the crust (e.g., Zhu and 

Kanamori, 2000). More complex structures involving multiple seismic discontinuities 

complicate the RF waveforms by adding Ps conversions and reverberations due to the 

interaction of the incoming P-wavefront with each discontinuity. Detailed modeling of 

RF waveforms therefore allows us to estimate S-velocity variation with depth under 

recording station (e.g., Owens et al., 1984; Julià et al., 1998). 

Before deconvolution, we cut the waveforms 10 s before and 110 s after the teleseismic 

P-wave arrival, remove the mean, de-trend, taper with a 5% cosine window, and band-

pass filter the seismograms between 0.05 and 4 Hz to remove low- and high-frequency 

noise, respectively. Seismograms were then down-sampled to 10 s.p.s. (samples per 

second) before rotating the horizontal components into the great-circle path to obtain the 

radial and tangential component seismograms. We computed both radial and transverse 
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receiver functions by applying the iterative time-domain deconvolution method of 

Ligorría and Ammon (1999), with 500 iterations. For the computation, we low-pass 

filtered the receiver functions at two overlapping frequency ranges of fc < 1.2 Hz and fc 

< 0.5 Hz using an acausal Gaussian filter with width factors of a=2.5 and a=1.0, 

respectively. Higher frequency receiver functions are sensitive to small-scale 

heterogeneities, while lower frequency receiver functions help image larger-scale 

structures. Also, receiver functions with overlapping bandwidths help discriminate rapid 

velocity variations from gradual velocity transitions (Julià, 2007).  

An automatic quality control was applied to the deconvolved waveforms to remove 

receiver functions that did not reproduce at least 85% of the original horizontal 

waveforms when convolved back with the corresponding vertical traces. Additionally, 

transverse receiver functions were visually inspected, and radial receiver functions with 

amplitudes comparable to those of the corresponding transverse receiver function were 

excluded. Large transverse amplitudes may originate from anisotropy and/or laterally 

varying structures (e.g. dipping interfaces) under the station (Ammon et al., 1990), and 

may also be the result of unsuccessful rotation into the great-circle-path. Finally, radial 

receiver functions were visually inspected for stability, and those unstable and/or 

significantly distorted were not used for later analysis.  

Figure 2.4 displays selected receiver function averages at a Gaussian width of 2.5 for the 

56 stations. For most stations, the radial receiver functions display clear Ps conversions 

and multiples due to the Moho discontinuity. Also, the transverse receiver functions 

reveal comparatively small amplitudes, indicating that the medium underlying most of 
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the Arabian plate is nearly isotropic and laterally homogenous. However, a number of 

stations, such as ASYS, BOQS, HAQS, HQLS, and RSHS, display large amplitudes in 

the transverse receiver functions, comparable to those observed in the corresponding 

radial components. Although we chose to perform a 1D modeling of the medium 

underlying those stations, the effects of lateral variations due to 3D velocity structures 

when interpreting the corresponding S-wave velocity models should be kept in mind. 
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Figure 2.4 Selected receiver function averages at Gaussian width of 2.5 for the 56 seismic 

stations. Both radial and transverse receiver functions are included. The black lines 

indicate the average receiver functions. The gray shades infer the confidence bounds of 

the receiver functions for each station. The number of receiver functions, average back-

azimuth with variation (°), and average ray-parameter with variation (s/km) are shown in 

each panel. 
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2.4 Receiver Function Analysis 

Receiver functions were analyzed using two standard receiver function techniques that 

provide information on crustal structure under the recording stations. First, the H-k 

stacking procedure of Zhu and Kanamori (2000) was utilized to derive estimates of bulk 

Vp/Vs (k) ratio and crustal thickness (H) under each station. Subsequently, we inverted 

the radial receiver functions jointly with fundamental-mode Rayleigh-wave group 

velocities from an independent tomographic study (Pasyanos, 2005) to develop 1D 

velocity-depth profiles that constrain the detailed S-velocity variation with depth. 

2.4.1 H-k Stacking Analysis 

Zhu and Kanamori (2000) developed a receiver function stacking technique that provides 

point estimates of bulk Vp/Vs ratio (k) and crustal thickness (H) below a seismic station. 

The “H-k stacking” approach constructs a stacking surface by adding receiver function 

amplitudes along S-P travel-times curves for a range of crustal models that are assumed 

to consist of a single layer over a half-space. The amplitudes are thus stacked along phase 

move-out curves for the Ps, PpPs and PpSs+PsPs phases for each possible pair of H and k 

within pre-defined ranges and at regular intervals. The H-k stacking surface can be 

expressed as 

                       𝑠 𝐻, 𝜅 = 𝜔,𝑟. 𝑡01 + 𝜔3𝑟. 𝑡4041 − 𝜔6𝑟.(𝑡408194141).                  (2-1)  

In Eq. 2-1, 𝑟(𝑡) is the amplitude of the receiver function at the time 𝑡, 𝑗 runs from 1 to the 

total number of receiver functions at a given site, and 𝜔< are a priori weights such that 

𝜔< = 1 . Note that the negative polarity of the PpSs+PsPs phase is accounted for 
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through the negative sign before the corresponding weight. An approximate average 

crustal P-velocity has to be assumed before the stacking, in order to compute the S-P 

travel-times that make up the phase move-out curves. If the true model under the station 

can be well approximated by a layer-over-half space model, then the expression for 

𝑠 𝐻, 𝜅  (Eq. 2-1) will display a single maximum for values of crustal thickness H and 

Vp/Vs ratio k that coincide with the actual values beneath the station. For more 

complicated structures, the H-k stacking surface may display multiple maxima that 

correspond to other intra-crustal discontinuities or to artifacts from combining P-to-S 

conversions from different discontinuities. 

We apply the algorithm developed by Zhu and Kanamori (2000) to estimate the Vp/Vs 

ratio and crustal thickness for 56 seismic stations in Saudi Arabia (Fig 2.2). We choose 

values for 𝜔,, 𝜔3 and 𝜔6 as 0.4, 0.3 and 0.3 for most of the stations, respectively, in 

order to give similar weight to the P-to-S conversions. However, if the multiple reflected 

phases are not clearly visible in the receiver functions, we modify the default weights to 

be 0.5, 0.5, 0 or 0.5, 0, 0.5. We apply an average P-wave speed of 6.5 km/s in our 

analysis (Christensen and Mooney, 1995), and estimate the standard deviation of the H 

and k by generating 200 bootstrap replications (Efron and Tibshirani, 1991). An example 

of H-k stacking analysis for station ARSS is displayed in Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.5 Receiver function H-k stacking at station ARSS, showing the color-coded 

misfit surface (left) and a set of receiver functions (right), for which the theoretical onset 

times of Ps and two multiples (red lines) are marked for the best-fitting values of H = 

38.4 km, and k = 1.76. The corresponding back-azimuth and epicentral distance for each 

receiver function are shown. The inversion also reports the standard deviations of H and 

k. 
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2.4.2 Joint Inversion with Surface-Wave Dispersion 

Because the H-k stacking method provides only crustal thickness and bulk Vp/Vs ratio 

for a given site, we apply the joint inversion of receiver function and surface-wave 

dispersion to constrain velocity-depth profiles under the stations. Both receiver function 

and surface-wave dispersion are mainly sensitive to S-wave velocity, but constrain 

different features of the velocity-depth profiles. Receiver functions constrain the velocity 

contrast across the discontinuities and the S-P travel times between the discontinuity and 

the surface, while dispersion measurements control absolute S-velocity averages within 

frequency-dependent depth-ranges. In the ideal case of noise-free observations, jointly 

inverting receiver functions and dispersion measurements uniquely constrains S-velocity 

variations with depth (Julià et al., 2000; 2003), thus reducing the dependence on the 

starting model that characterizes receiver function inversion (Ammon et al., 1990). 

Here, we estimate shear-wave velocity structure for the crust and uppermost mantle of 

Saudi Arabia by jointly inverting receiver functions and fundamental mode Rayleigh-

wave group velocities (period range 10 s to 100 s). Dispersion curves for each station 

were extracted from the tomographic study of Pasyanos (2005). This study measured 

quality fundamental-mode group velocities along 30,000 Rayleigh wave and 20,000 Love 

wave paths for periods between 7 and 100 s, and reported lateral variations of group 

velocity across Eurasia and North Africa. The tomographic results were reported in 1° x 

1° cells, although the average resolution was around 4° x 4° (50 s period Rayleigh wave) 

according to their checkerboard tests. We utilized only Rayleigh wave dispersion because 

Love wave dispersion had poorer resolution. 
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The joint inversion scheme follows the approach described in Julià et al. (2000, 2003). 

The system of equations to be inverted is given by  

                  

𝑝𝑫1
1 − 𝑝 𝑫@
𝜎∆
𝑾

𝒎 =

𝑝𝒓1
1 − 𝑝 𝒓@

0
0

+

𝑝𝑫1
1 − 𝑝 𝑫@

0
0

𝒎G +

0
0
0
𝑾

𝒎H                 (2-2) 

In Eq. 2-2, 𝒓1 and 𝒓@ are the residual dispersion curve and the residual receiver function, 

𝑫1 and 𝑫@ are the partial derivative matrices corresponding to the dispersion and receiver 

function measurements, respectively. 𝒎G  is the starting model, and Δ is a matrix that 

contains the second difference of the velocity model 𝒎. The smoothness parameter 𝜎 

controls the trade-off between fitting the observations and model smoothness and is 

chosen by trial and error after inspecting the stability of the inverted velocity-depth 

profiles. The influence parameter 𝑝  (0 ≤ 𝑝 ≤  1) controls the balance between fitting 

receiver functions and fitting dispersion curves, which is set to be 0.5 in our study to give 

similar weight to each dataset. 𝑾  is a diagonal weighting matrix for a pre-defined 

velocity model contained in 𝒎H. The matrices of partial derivatives and the vectors of 

residuals are normalized to equalize for the different number of data points and physical 

units in the data sets. 

For each station, we first group receiver functions according to back-azimuth and ray-

parameter, and then average the receiver functions within each group at two different 

Gaussian widths. Maximum variations in back-azimuth and ray-parameter are usually 

less than 10° and 0.01 s/km, respectively. Subsequently, the receiver function averages 

within a given group are jointly inverted with the dispersion curve separately, in order to 
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obtain a shear-wave velocity model (single-group joint inversion) for each particular 

group. Finally, a joint inversion utilizing all receiver function averages and the same 

dispersion curve are conducted, which provides an average S-wave velocity model (all-

group joint inversion) for a given station. In general, we observed that six iterations are 

sufficient to achieve convergence. We obtain approximate confidence bounds for the 

average velocity model by calculating the standard deviations from the single-group joint 

inversion models. Most importantly, by comparing the single-group inversion models, we 

can detect lateral variations in structure around a given station. 

The starting model was parameterized as a stack of thin layers of constant thickness and 

variable S-velocity. Layer thicknesses are 2.5 km at crustal and uppermost mantle levels, 

and then progressively increase to 5 km at lithospheric mantle levels and 10 km at larger 

depths. P-velocity is calculated from S-velocity by assuming an a priori Vp/Vs ratio for 

each layer, and density is obtained from P-velocity by using an empirical relationship for 

crustal rocks (Berteussen, 1977). The starting model consists of a 40 km thick crust with 

a gradual increase in shear wave velocity from 3.4 to 4.0 km/s, overlying an uppermost 

mantle with velocities around 4.5 km/s down to ~180 km depth. The bottom portion of 

the starting model follows a flattened PREM (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1980) and is 

parameterized down to ~400 km depth. Note, however, that although we parameterize the 

starting model down to transition zone levels, we only invert for S-velocity structure for 

the top 180 km. The bottom portion of the model is constrained to keep PREM velocity 

values during the inversion, in order to account for the partial sensitivity of long-period 

dispersion velocity to deep structure (Julià et al., 2003).  
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Figure 2.6 illustrates the joint inversion procedure for station ENMS, located in the Asir 

terrane, the southern portion of the Arabian shield. Here, six receiver function groups 

were formed with average back-azimuths between 37° and 106° and average ray-

parameters between 0.042 and 0.060 s/km. Thus, six shear-velocity models from single-

group joint inversions and one average S-velocity model from an all-group joint inversion 

were obtained. As expected, predicted data match the observations slightly better for the 

single-group joint inversions. Generally, the models from the single-group inversions are 

quite similar to the average model from the all-group inversion, suggesting little to no 

presence of azimuthal variations in structure. Some small non-matched features are due 

to small-scale lateral variations in structure. 
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Figure 2.6 Joint inversion for station ENMS. The top, middle, and bottom panels in each 

column show receiver functions, Rayleigh wave dispersion group velocities, and shear 

velocity models. Observations are displayed as black lines (receiver functions) and open 

triangles (Rayleigh wave dispersion curve). Each receiver function panel contains a 

different receiver function group (according to back-azimuth and ray-parameter), while 

the observed dispersion curves are the same in all the panels. Values in each receiver 

function panel denote the number of receiver functions, average back-azimuth with 

variation, and average ray-parameter with variation (s/km) for both low and high 

frequencies, respectively. The gray shades indicate the confidence bounds of each 

receiver function group. Predictions from the single-group joint inversions are inferred as 

blue lines, and predictions from the all-group joint inversion are imaged as red lines for 

both receiver functions and dispersions. The inverted models are shown as blue lines for 

the single-group joint inversions and as red lines for the all-group joint inversion. 
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2.5 Crustal and Upper-Mantle Structure of Saudi Arabia 

In this section, we first present the H-k stacking results, and then describe our joint 

inversion models. Our findings are then compared to those from independent studies to 

draw a detailed interpretation of the large-scale crustal and uppermost mantle structure in 

Saudi Arabia. 

2.5.1 H-k Stacking Results 

Table 1 shows the list of the estimated crustal thickness H and bulk Vp/Vs ratio k for 

each station (including weights and standard deviations). Estimations (Fig 2.7) from H-k 

stacking show that the crustal thickness in Saudi Arabia ranges between 18.4 and 47.6 

km, while Vp/Vs ratio ranges between 1.61 and 2.03. The Arabian shield has, on average, 

thinner crust (~33.2±6.8 km) than the Arabian platform (~42.4±5.6 km), while their 

average Vp/Vs ratios are similar (~1.73±0.07; ~1.77±0.09). 

Splitting the stations by terrane, we find that station YNBS, located in the Hijaz terrane 

along the Red Sea coast, displays a thinner crust of 25.0±0.4 km and Vp/Vs ratio of 

1.90±0.03. In the Jeddah terrane, eight stations (FRJS, JEDS, MDRS, FDAS, SHMS, 

SHRS, LBNS, and FRAS) exhibit an average crustal thickness of about 33.0±4.4 km, 

with an average Vp/Vs ratio 1.71±0.05. Also, stations LTHS, RYNS, BLJS, NAMS, 

ENMS, TATS, DJNS, and DRBS report an average crustal thickness of 37.2±8.7 km and 

an average Vp/Vs of 1.74±0.08 under the Asir terrane. In the Afif terrane, station ARSS 

and AFFS reveal an average crustal thickness of ~36.8±2.3 km with a Vp/Vs ratio ~1.76. 

In the Midyan terrane, three stations (DBAS, WJHS, and BIDS) indicate the average 
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crustal thickness is 31.3±4.4 km with an average Vp/Vs ratio 1.68±0.02. Around the Gulf 

of Aqaba, stations HQLS, HAQS, RSHS, and JLOS show an average crustal thickness of 

29.5±7.0 km with an average Vp/Vs ratio 1.75±0.05.   

Harrat Lunayyir, sampled by ten stations (LN01, LN02, LN03, LN04, LN05, LN08, 

LN10, LN11, LN12, and LNYS), is located on the ophiolite-bearing Yanbu suture zone 

between the Midyan and Hijaz terrane. H-k stacking analysis reveals its average crustal 

thickness is 33.4±1.8 km with an average Vp/Vs 1.79±0.11. Station UMJS, located on the 

Red Sea margin near the Harrat Lunayyir, displays thinner crust (~25.2±0.3 km) and 

lower Vp/Vs (~1.65±0.01). Station KBRS samples the volcanic area of Harrat Khaybar, 

showing 35.1±0.3 km thick crust and a 1.74±0.02 Vp/Vs ratio. Stations RH01, RH02, 

RH03, RH04, RH05, RH06, RH07, RH08, RH09, RH11, and RH13 indicate an average 

crustal thickness of 34.1±2.5 km and an average Vp/Vs of 1.77±0.07 in the northern 

Harrat Rahat (around Medinah). Note that although crustal thickness under Harrat 

Lunayyir is similar to the shield average, the average Vp/Vs ratio is higher.  

H-k stacking results at some stations (e.g., LN11, RH05, YNBS, LTHS, RSHS, and 

SLWS), however, might be questionable. Several factors may result in poor H-k stacking 

estimates. First, the Moho may not be a well-defined discontinuity but a gradational 

crust-mantle transition. In this case, the pulse widths of the RF phases increase while 

their amplitudes decrease (Cassidy 1992; Julià and Mejía 2004), such that multiply 

reflected phases are contaminated and even masked by the scattered waves. In H-k 

stacking, at least two of the three phases need to be identified, otherwise the stacking 

procedure will fail due to missing phases. In addition, reverberations from a secondary 
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interface in the crust may contaminate the Moho Ps conversion. For instance, multiples 

due to thick sediments may overlap with the Moho Ps phase, causing a time shift of the 

Ps peak. Finally, the H-k stacking is based on the hypothesis of a sub-horizontal Moho 

interface and an isotropic, laterally homogeneous medium (Zhu and Kanamori, 2000). 

Thus, the stacking method may fail in tectonically complex areas, such as regions of a 

dipping Moho or regions composed of anisotropic and/or inhomogeneous media. 

Nonetheless, the H-k stacking technique is a useful approach to obtain stable initial 

estimates of crustal thickness and Vp/Vs ratio. 
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Figure 2.7 Maps showing the (a) crustal thicknesses and (b) bulk Vp/Vs ratios obtained 

by H-k stacking in Saudi Arabia. The colored circles infer the values of (a) crustal 

thickness and (b) bulk Vp/Vs ratio beneath individual stations.  
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2.5.2 Joint Inversion Results 

In this section, we discuss the joint inversion models (Fig 2.8). For each velocity-depth 

profile, we divide the crust into upper and lower crust. Table 2 provides the average shear 

velocities and thicknesses of upper and lower crust, as well as upper-mantle lid velocities. 

In general, the velocity-depth profiles obtained in our study show clearly the crustal and 

upper mantle structures. 

1) Arabian Shield 

The majority of the stations analyzed in the study sample the Arabian shield, where 

Precambrain rocks are dominant. Stations RH01, RH02, RH03, RH04, RH05, RH06, 

RH07, RH08, RH09, RH11, RH13, KBRS, and YNBS (Fig 2.8) are in the Hijaz terrane. 

Based on our joint inversion model, YNBS indicates a ~32.5 km crust, in agreement with 

the ~31.6 km of Al-Damegh et al. (2005) obtained by H-k stacking, but different than the 

estimated ~28 km of Tkalčić et al. (2006) and Hansen et al. (2007). In addition, at YNBS, 

Vs is ~3.56 km/s in the upper crust, down to 12.5 km depth, and ~4.14 km/s in the lower 

crust (~20 km thick) down to Moho depth (Table 2). The remaining stations located in 

regions of the Cenozoic volcanism (Harrat Rahat and Khaybar) are discussed in section 

3). 

Stations FRJS, JEDS, SHMS, LBNS, MDRS, FDAS, SHRS, and FRAS (Fig 2.8a) are 

located in the Jeddah terrane. The four stations including FRJS, JEDS, SHMS, and 

LBNS, are closer to the Red Sea margin and may therefore be affected by the transition 

from oceanic to continental crust. Thus, their corresponding inverted models display a 
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thinner crust (~27.5-32.5 km) divided into a 10.0 km thick upper crust with smaller shear 

velocities ~3.24-3.53 km/s and a 17.5-22.5 km thick lower crust with shear velocities 

~4.02-4.15 km/s (Table 2). In contrast, station MDRS, FDAS, SHRS, and FRAS are 

characterized by a 35.0-40.0 km thick crust, with Vs ~3.57-3.66 km/s in the upper crust 

down to 10.0-12.5 km depths, and Vs ~4.01-4.09 km/s in the lower crust down to Moho 

depths (Table 2). 

Stations LTHS, RYNS, BLJS, NAMS, ENMS, TATS, DJNS, and DRBS (Fig 2.8b) are 

situated in the Asir terrane. These stations, except LTHS, reveal a 37.5-45.0 km thick 

crust divided into a roughly 3.3-3.5 km/s upper crust down to 10.0-15.0 km depths and a 

3.77-3.89 km/s lower crust (22.5-30.0 km thick) down to the Moho discontinuity (Table 

2). Our joint inversion results for station BLJS and NAMS are consistent with models of 

Tkalčić et al. (2006). Both models show similar crustal thicknesses and similar S-wave 

velocity increase across the Moho. Al-Damegh et al. (2005) reported the crustal thickness 

is 38.0 km beneath BLJS, 41.6 km beneath NAMS, 40.0 km under TATS, and 43.5 km 

under DJNS, in agreement with our velocity models. Hansen et al. (2007), utilizing S-

wave receiver function, obtained crustal thicknesses of ~35 km at station BLJS, ~45 km 

at DJNS, ~41.5 km at TATS, consistent with our results. Station LTHS, located on the 

Red Sea coast, shows thinner crust (~27.5 km), consistent with the estimate (~27 km) of 

Hansen et al. (2007), but larger than the ~22.2 km inferred by Al-Damegh et al. (2005). 

Furthermore, we find smaller upper-mantle lid shear velocities (~4.29-4.39 km/s) at these 

stations except BLJS.  
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Station ARSS and AFFS (Fig 2.8b) are within the Afif terrane. Their velocity models 

display a 35.0-37.5 km thick crust consisting of a 12.5 km thick upper crust and a 22.5-

25.0 km thick lower crust (Table 2). Furthermore, a high shear-velocity anomaly between 

2.5 and 7.5 km depth is imaged in the models. Generally, our inversion models at ARSS 

and AFFS are consistent with the results of Tkalčić et al. (2006). Both models reveal 

similar lower crustal structures and similar crustal thicknesses. However, our results 

indicate somewhat higher shear velocities in the upper crust (~0-7.5 km). The crustal 

thickness (~37.5 km) under ARSS inferred by our models is close to the result (~39.5 

km) of Al-Damegh et al. (2005) as well as the value (~36 km) from Hansen et al. (2007).  

The Midyan terrane is sampled by stations DBAS, WJHS, and BIDS (Fig 2.8c), and 

consists of an upper crust of Vs ~3.28-3.39 km/s down to 12.5 km depth and a lower 

crust of Vs ~3.83-3.89 km/s down to Moho depths (Table 2). A thinner crust (~27.5-30.0 

km) is observed underneath stations DBAS and WJHS that are situated on the margin of 

Red Sea. Station BIDS indicates a 35.0 km thick crust and a potential low shear velocity 

zone at 22.5-30.0 km depths in the lower crust. In addition, the three stations show 

smaller shear velocities (4.20-4.40 km/s) of the upper-mantle lid in this area. 

Stations HQLS, HAQS, RSHS, and JLOS are located around the Gulf of Aqaba. HQLS, 

HAQS, and RSHS (Fig 2.8c) display a thinner crust (~27.5-32.5 km) with average crustal 

shear velocity of 3.48-3.51 km/s (Table 2). Moreover, they infer smaller upper-mantle lid 

velocities (~4.15-4.29 km/s). The crustal thickness (~32.5 km) at station HAQS inferred 

by our inverted models is quite similar to the estimate (~33 km) of Hansen et al. (2007), 

but seems a little larger than the value (~26.5 km) obtained by Al-Damegh et al. (2005). 
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Station RSHS is more complicated. Two separate inverted models (RSHSne and 

RSHSse) were needed to match receiver functions with back-azimuths between 34°E and 

66°E and 82°E and 105°E, respectively. The two models reveal significant differences in 

the velocity-depth profiles, which reflect laterally varying structures around the station. 

Station JLOS reveals a 35.0 km thick crust consisting of a 3.20 km/s upper crust down to 

12.5 km depth and a 3.76 km/s lower crust down to Moho depths (Table 2).  

2) Arabian Platform 

Stations BTHS, SLWS, BOQS, KFJS, and ASYS (Fig 2.8d) sample the eastern Arabian 

platform. The corresponding inverted models define a three-layer structure consisting of a 

top layer of 2.53-3.09 km/s down to 10.0-12.5 km depths, an intermediate layer with 

average velocity around 3.48-3.72 km/s down to 27.5-40.0 km depths, and a bottom layer 

of 4.05-4.21 km/s down to 40.0-45.0 km depths (Table 2). The crust is roughly 40.0-45.0 

km thick. The expected sediments underneath the stations are imaged as well. Previous 

geophysical studies (Al-Damegh et al., 2005; Hansen et al., 2007) had reported crustal 

thickness of ~41.2-41.5 km for a station HASS (Lat 25.19°, Lon 49.69°) which is not 

included in our work but located in the eastern Arabian platform near our stations BOQS 

(~45.0 km) and SLWS (~42.5 km).  

Stations TBKS and QLBS (Fig 2.8d) are situated on the northwestern Arabian Peninsula, 

sampling the Paleozoic sediments of the Arabian plate. They reveal a 35.0 km thick crust 

divided into an upper crust of 3.23-3.27 km/s down to 12.5-15.0 km depths and a lower 

crust of 3.75-3.77 km/s down to Moho depths (Table 2). Also, the expected sedimentary 

layer (~2.5 km) is observed in our joint inversion models. The crustal thickness (~35.0 
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km) at station TBKS indicated by our model is in good agreement with the results 34.4 

km, 35km reported by Al-Damegh et al. (2005) and Hansen et al. (2007). 

3) Cenozoic Volcanic Areas 

In this study, the volcanic area, Harrat Lunayyir, is sampled by ten seismic stations 

(LN01, LN02, LN03, LN04, LN05, LN08, LN10, LN11, LN12, and LNYS) (Fig 2.8e). 

The corresponding velocity-depth profiles obtained from the joint inversion indicate a 

35.0-37.5 km thick crust divided into an upper crust of 3.55-3.66 km/s down to ~12.5 km 

depth and a lower crust of 4.00-4.08 km/s down to Moho depths beneath this region 

(Table 2). The upper-mantle lid shear velocities are within 4.49-4.64 km/s range. Station 

UMJS, located on the Red Sea coast near the Harrat Lunayyir area, displays a thinner 

crust (~25.0 km) that is perhaps due to the transition from oceanic to continental crust.      

Eleven stations RH01, RH02, RH03, RH04, RH05, RH06, RH07, RH08, RH09, RH11, 

and RH13 (Fig 2.8f) are situated in the northern Harrat Rahat. Their inverted models infer 

a two-layer crust with an upper layer of 3.53-3.68 km/s down to around 7.5-15.0 km 

depths and a lower layer of 3.86-4.03 km/s down to 32.5-37.5 km depths (Table 2). The 

shear velocities of upper-mantle lid are within 4.44-4.64 km/s range. In addition, station 

RH05 displays a more complicated velocity structure than the adjacent sites. A low 

velocity zone (LVZ) around 22.5-30 km depths is overlain by a fast velocity anomaly at 

roughly 17.5-22.5 km depths under RH05.  

The volcanic field of Harrat Khaybar is sampled just by station KRBS (Fig 2.8f). Its 

inverted model reveals a simple two-layer crust consisting of a ~10.0 km thick upper 

crust of 3.41 km/s and a lower crust of 3.85 km/s down to 35.0 km depth (Table 2). The 
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upper-mantle lid shear velocity beneath KBRS is roughly 4.44 km/s. The velocity-depth 

profile obtained by our joint inversion is consistent with the modeling result of Tkalčić et 

al. (2006). Also, the crustal thickness (~35.0 km) indicated by our model is similar to the 

estimate (~35.2 km) of Al-Damegh et al. (2005). Hansen et al. (2007) (~23 km) seems to 

underestimate the crustal thickness for station KBRS. 
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Figure 2.8 Joint inversion models for the 56 seismic stations utilized in this study (for 

exact location, see also Fig 2.2), arranged by terrane. The models are shown as red lines, 

with corresponding grey-shaded confidence bounds. Values of the crustal thickness and 

average shear-wave speed estimated from H-k stacking are displayed by thick dashed 

black lines, where we compute the average shear-wave velocities using the assumed 

crustal P-velocity and the inferred Vp/Vs ratio from the H-k approach. For comparison, 

results from Tkalčić et al. (2006) are displayed as the green lines where available. 
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2.5.3 Comparison between H-k Stacking Results and Inverted Models 

We compare the H-k analysis results to the joint inversion models (Fig 2.8, 2.9). In figure 

2.8, the horizontal dashed black bars infer the crustal thicknesses from the H-k analysis. 

The vertical dashed black lines mean the corresponding crustal shear velocities based on 

the assumed crustal P velocity (6.5 km/s) and the Vp/Vs ratios obtained by the H-k 

analysis, thus, the velocities can be considered as average crustal shear velocities from H-

k stacking. Figure 2.9 displays the comparison between crustal thicknesses from joint 

inversion and those from H-k stacking approach. For a few stations, we find that crustal 

thickness estimated from H-k stacking is almost identical to corresponding measurements 

inferred from the joint inversion. Also, for some stations, crustal thicknesses from H-k 

stacking are slightly thicker or thinner than the thickness from the joint inversion, but 

always within one layer thickness. Furthermore, for stations at which the Moho is a 

gradational transition (e.g., LN05), the estimated crustal thickness from the H-k stacking 

usually coincides with the top of the crust-mantle transition in the joint inversion models. 

The coincidence occurs because the reverberations (PpPs, PsPs+PpSs) are reflected at the 

top of the gradational Moho interface.  

Generally, we find that the average crustal shear velocities from H-k stacking seem to be 

a reasonable average for the inverted velocity-depth profiles for most of the stations. 

Exceptions include stations LN01, LN02, LN04, LN08, LN10, LN11, RH01, RH05, 

YNBS, and LTHS, which show slow average crustal S-velocities from H-k stacking 

when compared to the velocity-depth profiles. We have re-assessed the H-k stacking 

analysis at those stations with large discrepancies by using the average velocity from the 
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joint inversion. The assumed crustal P-velocity is set to be the product of the average 

crustal S-velocity from joint inversion and the Vp/Vs ratio from H-k stacking. For LN01, 

LN02, LN04, LN08, LN10, LN11, RH01, and YNBS, the Vp/Vs ratios are stable, and the 

crustal thicknesses from H-k stacking with the increased crustal P-velocity better match 

the estimations from joint inversion, as expected. Therefore, we claim the discrepancies 

at those stations result from the underestimated crustal P-velocity (6.5 km/s). For station 

RH05 and LTHS, the Vp/Vs ratios are also stable, however, the crustal thicknesses are 

still far from overlapping with those inferred from joint inversion within confidence 

bounds. Note that RH05 has a complex structure, thus, it is possible that interference with 

secondary P-to-S conversion from intra-crustal discontinuities affects the results. Station 

LTHS has a very gradational velocity increase down to Moho depths without apparent 

velocity contrast, which will generate quite weak reverberations and thus result in 

unreliable H-k stacking analysis. 
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Figure 2.9 A comparison between the crustal thicknesses from joint inversion and those 

from H-k stacking. The black error bars reflect the confidence bounds for H-k stacking 

estimates. 
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2.5.4 Crustal Structure Variation 

Our inverted models (Fig 2.8) display detailed shear-wave velocity variations beneath the 

respective seismic stations. To further visualize the results, we project the velocity 

structures along three cross sections AA’, BB’ and CC’ (Fig 2.2). The cross section 

profile AA’ (Fig 2.10a) infers a rapid increase in crustal thickness from the Red Sea coast 

to the Arabian shield. According to the joint inversion results, the crustal thickness under 

station YNBS is approximately 32.5 km, while the neighboring stations at Harrat 

Lunayyir have roughly 35.0-37.5 km thick crust. The cross section BB’ (Fig 2.10b) 

reveals a similar structure between the Red Sea margin and the Arabian shield. Station 

LTHS at the coastline has roughly 27.5 km thick crust, while the Moho beneath FRAS is 

already ~40 km deep. These observations can be viewed as the evidence of the rapid 

transition from oceanic to continental crust, in agreement with previous studies (Kumar et 

al., 2002; Al-Damegh et al., 2005; Tkalčić et al., 2006). Furthermore, from the profile 

AA’, we find remarkable crustal thickening from the Arabian shield to the Arabian 

platform. The stations on the Arabian platform, ASYS and KFJS, reveal ~45.0 km thick 

crust, considerably thicker than that (~35.0-37.5 km) estimated for the northern Arabian 

shield. On the other hand, we do not find strong evidence for crustal thickening from the 

profile BB’. The crustal thicknesses underneath BTHS and SLWS are ~40.0-42.5 km, 

similar to ~37.5-42.5 km below the southern Arabian shield.  

The profile CC’ (Fig 2.10c) displays the tendency of the crustal thickness variation from 

the northern (Gulf of Aqaba) to the southern (Asir terrane) Arabian shield paralleling to 

the Red Sea. On the cross section CC’, we did not include the stations (RSHS, DBAS, 
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WJHS, UMJS, YNBS, FRJS, JEDS, SHMS, LBNS, LTHS, and DRBS) on the Red Sea 

margin. We find that crustal thicknesses are on the order of 32.5-35.0 km around the 

Aqaba Gulf and Midyan terrane, ~35.0-37.5 km under the Harrat Lunayyir and Rahat, 

within 35.0-40.0 km range below the Jeddah terrane, about 37.5-45.0 km underneath the 

Asir terrane, increasing from north to south. Bosworth et al. (2005) stated that the Red 

Sea rifting began at the southern area by ~27.5-23.8 Ma and then spread rapidly over the 

entire Red Sea. Note that the southern Red Sea has evolved into a rifting stage during 

which new lithosphere is being produced at the spreading axis (Chang et al., 2011), while 

the northern area is either in the period of transition to oceanic seafloor spreading 

(Cochran and Martinez, 1988) or in the early stage of seafloor spreading. Thus, we 

interpret that the crustal thickening from northern to southern Arabian shield parallel to 

Red Sea as being due to varying maturity of the opening along the Red Sea.  
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Figure 2.10 Surface topography and shear-wave velocity structure (blue line) for each 

station along the three cross sections A-A’, B-B’ and C-C’ (see also Fig 2.2). The red line 

marks the Moho interface inferred from our joint inversion. We use average model (blue 

line) to represent the shear-velocity structure models (gray lines) beneath Harrat Lunayyir 

(LN) and Rahat (RH). 
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2.6 Implications for Cenozoic Evolution 

The most important geophysical signatures extracted from our results are the pattern of 

upper-mantle lid shear velocities on the Arabian shield and the large Vp/Vs ratio under 

the Cenozoic volcanic area of Harrat Lunayyir. In the following, we discuss the possible 

factors that account for the velocity pattern and higher Vp/Vs ratio of Harrat Lunayyir as 

well as the implications for the Cenozoic Volcanism of western Arabia.  

2.6.1 Heating of the Lithosphere 

Previous geophysical studies (e.g., Julià et al., 2003; Tkalčić et al., 2006) pointed out 

slower shear velocities in the upper mantle beneath the Arabian shield. Our 

measurements confirm these observations. Furthermore, we find that the upper-mantle lid 

shear-velocities near the Afar plume underneath the southern Arabian shield (and the 

velocities near the hypothesized Jordan plume, close to the Gulf of Aqaba and under the 

northern shield) are lower than those beneath the central shield (Fig 2.11a).  

To further investigate this velocity pattern and relate it to independent 

geophysical/geologic data, we estimate the mantle lid temperature beneath each station. 

We use the first-order Taylor expansion of the pressure-temperature dependence of the 

shear-wave speed,  

                           𝑉1 𝑃, 𝑇 = 𝑉G 𝑃G, 𝑇G + NOP
N4

𝑃 − 𝑃G + NOP
NQ
(𝑇 − 𝑇G)                         (2-3)  

In Eq. 2-3, 𝑉1 is the observed S-velocity of mantle lid, 𝑃 is pressure and 𝑇 is temperature. 

This expression relates velocity at a given pressure and temperature with a reference 

velocity at pressure 𝑃G  and temperature 𝑇G  through the partial derivitives 𝑑𝑉1 𝑑𝑃  and 
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𝑑𝑉1 𝑑𝑇. Assuming that the dominant rock type for the upper mantle lid is peridotite, the 

estimates for the reference velocity and partial derivatives can be taken from Kern and 

Richter (1981). The reference velocity at pressure 𝑃G = 0𝑘𝑏𝑎𝑟 and temperature 𝑇G = 0℃ 

is 𝑉G = 4.721 ± 0.002𝑘𝑚/𝑠 , while the pressure and temperature derivatives for S-

velocity 𝑑𝑉1 𝑑𝑃 , 𝑑𝑉1 𝑑𝑇  are 0.946 ± 0.07×10_3𝑘𝑚/𝑠 ∙ 𝑘𝑏𝑎𝑟  and −3.93 ±

0.3×10_b𝑘𝑚/𝑠 ∙ ℃, respectively. Pressure can be estimated as:  

                                                         𝑃 = 𝜌<< 𝑔ℎ<                                                        (2-4) 

where 𝑖 is the layer number; 𝜌< is the density from the corresponding inverted model; the 

acceleration of gravity 𝑔 ≈ 10𝑚/𝑠3; ℎ< is layer thickness. Estimating the lid S-velocity 

as a 3-layer average within the mantle lid portion of our velocity-depth profiles, we 

obtain mantle lid temperature and its corresponding uncertainty (Fig 2.11b) for each 

station.  

Figure 2.11b reveals significant lateral variation in mantle lid temperature. The southern 

part of the shield close to the Afar plume (and the northern part near the hypothesized 

Jordan plume) is characterized by higher upper-mantle lid temperatures - corresponding 

to the lower shear velocities of the mantle lid, compared to temperatures inferred under 

the central shield. Our temperature pattern is consistent with inferences from mantle 

xenoliths (McGuire, 1988), which suggest higher upper-mantle temperature under Harrat 

al Birk in the southern Arabian shield compared to samples from the northern harrats. We 

interpret this pattern as a result of lateral heating by thermal conduction from a mantle 

upwelling under Afar (and, perhaps, Jordan) towards the central shield. 

2.6.2 Origin of Cenozoic Volcanism 
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Another important finding in our study is the presence of a higher bulk Vp/Vs ratio 

beneath Harrat Lunayyir when compared to average shield values. A significant number 

of stations in this region are characterized by a Vp/Vs ratio of roughly 1.80 as obtained 

from the H-k stacking analysis (see Table 1). Based on our temperature pattern, the 

upper-mantle lid is not especially hot below this harrat, which precludes temperature as 

an explanation for this anomalous value. In addition, laboratory experiments on rock 

samples demonstrate that the Vp/Vs ratio is rather insensitive to temperature 

(Christensen, 1996). Another possibility is the presence of partial melt. In 2009, Harrat 

Lunayyir experienced a seismic swarm, caused by the intrusion of an ~10 km long, NW 

trending dyke, extending from ~2 km below the subsurface down to 8-10 km depth 

(Pallister et al., 2010), which may support this hypothesis. Interestingly, however, S-

velocities in the lower crust under Harrat Lunayyir are relatively high, about 4.0-4.1 

km/s, with respect to average shield values (see Table 2). Recall that Hansen et al. (2013) 

reported relatively high P-velocities below 10 km depth under this harrat, which were 

interpreted as solidified magma from previous volcanic episodes. If this interpretation is 

correct, then the high Vp/Vs ratios would reflect a compositional anomaly, rather than the 

presence of partial melt. The magma sources feeding the recent volcanic eruptions are 

preferentially located in the lithospheric mantle under the harrat. 

The deep-source origin for the Cenozoic volcanism in the Arabian shield is consistent 

with models of lateral flow from the Afar and (possibly) Jordan plumes. According to the 

models, upwelling mantle material flows radially out of the Afar (and, perhaps, the 

Jordan) plume and flooding the bottom of the Arabian shield's lithosphere (Ebinger and 

Sleep, 1998; Chang et al., 2011). We speculate that the lateral flow heats the bottom of 
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the shield’s lithosphere, triggering localized melts in the lower lithosphere that raise by 

buoyancy forces vertically to the surface on a local scale (perhaps, through zones of 

crustal weakness). Because we did not find marked high temperatures in the uppermost 

mantle lid, the magma ascent may have happened adiabatically, resulting in surface 

volcanism and/or intra-crustal dike intrusions that do not have time to heat the mantle lid 

significantly. Adiabatic ascent of magma diapirs through thin lithosphere was also 

proposed for a Neogene volcanic zone in southeastern Iberia (Julià et al., 2005). 

 

Figure 2.11 (a) Upper-mantle lid shear velocities of the Arabian shield. (b) Upper-mantle 

lid temperatures of the Arabian shield. The circle size infers the uncertainty of the 

temperature estimation. 
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2.7 Conclusions    

We have reported crustal thicknesses and bulk Vp/Vs ratios for the Arabian plate 

utilizing H-k stacking analysis as well as the S-wave velocity-depth profiles by jointly 

modeling P-wave receiver functions and surface wave dispersion curves for 56 

broadband seismic stations in Saudi Arabia. Our results are consistent with but expand 

previous geophysical studies, and help to improve the understanding of geodynamical 

processes operating in the region. In particular, our measurements show high Vp/Vs 

ratios at Harrat Lunayyir, which likely result from old dyke intrusions in the region. Also, 

three large-scale cross sections document significant lateral variations of shear velocity 

structures across Arabia. Combining our velocity estimates for the upper-mantle lid with 

laboratory measurements on dominant upper mantle rocks, we have developed maps of 

lateral shear velocity and temperature variation in the upper-mantle lid under Arabian 

shield. The patterns indicate that the southern (and northern) portion of the Arabian shield 

is characterized by lower shear velocities and higher temperatures across the upper-

mantle lid. We interpret these spatial patterns as the result of thermal conduction from a 

mantle upwelling below Afar (and, perhaps, Jordan). Additionally, we speculate that the 

surface volcanism and/or dyke intrusion in the western Arabia are due to small-scale 

adiabatic ascent of magma diapirs. Overall, our detailed analysis of receiver functions 

and surface-wave dispersion measurements for a dense broadband seismic network 

provides important data and insight to better understand Earth structure and geodynamics 

of the region. 
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Table 2.1 Stations and H-k Stacking Results 
 Station    Lat. (deg)   Lon. (deg)     Vp (km/s)    𝜔,     𝜔3    	𝜔6      Thick. (km)      Vp/Vs  

                                                                
Arabian Shield 

Harrat Lunayyir 
  LN01      25.22           37.96              6.5           0.5    0.5    0         32.8±0.7       1.83±0.03       
  LN02      25.14           37.86              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      34.1±0.2       1.80±0.01       
  LN03      25.38           37.85              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      36.5±0.8       1.61±0.03       
  LN04      25.27           37.65              6.5           0.5    0.5    0         33.6±0.8       1.83±0.03       
  LN05      25.05           37.70              6.5           0.5    0.5    0         30.5±0.6       1.68±0.03       
  LN08      25.03           37.85              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      33.9±0.8       1.80±0.03       
  LN10      25.27           37.86              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      33.3±0.7       1.84±0.07       
  LN11      25.32           37.77              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      30.9±0.7       2.03±0.04       
  LN12      25.27           37.77              6.5           0.5    0.5    0         33.0±0.8       1.73±0.06       
  LNYS     25.08           37.94              6.5           0.5    0.5    0         35.4±0.4       1.75±0.02       
  UMJS     25.23           37.31              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      25.2±0.3       1.65±0.01       

 
Hijaz Terrane 

  YNBS     24.34           37.99              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      25.0±0.4       1.90±0.03      
Harat Rahat 

  RH01      24.27           39.81              6.5           0.5    0.5    0         35.0±0.4       1.85±0.02       
  RH02      24.48           40.09              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      35.4±0.5       1.75±0.03       
  RH03      24.25           40.17              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      35.5±0.4       1.75±0.02       
  RH04      23.99           39.88              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      34.7±0.5       1.79±0.02       
  RH05      23.91           39.16               6.5           0.5    0.5    0         27.2±0.3       1.94±0.02       
  RH06      24.38           39.19              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      34.0±0.7       1.69±0.04       
  RH07      24.67           39.04              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      32.6±0.4       1.70±0.02       
  RH08      24.71           39.54              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      34.3±0.5       1.79±0.03       
  RH09      24.78           39.91              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      35.1±0.2       1.74±0.01       
  RH11      24.92           39.69              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      35.3±0.4       1.73±0.01       
  RH13      24.21           39.37              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      36.1±0.5       1.70±0.03       

Harrat Khaybar 
  KBRS     25.79           39.26              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      35.1±0.3       1.74±0.02      

 
Jeddah Terrane 

  FRJS       22.59           39.36              6.5           0.5    0.5    0         30.4±1.2       1.66±0.05       
  JEDS       21.72           39.42              6.5           0.5    0.5    0         27.8±0.7       1.64±0.05      
  SHMS     21.45           39.69              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      27.9±0.5       1.77±0.01       
  LBNS      21.05           39.90              6.5           0.5    0.5    0         31.2±1.6       1.77±0.03      
  MDRS     22.09           40.00              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      35.7±0.4       1.71±0.02     
  FDAS      21.83           40.36              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      37.0±0.4       1.69±0.01       
  SHRS      21.50           40.20              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      34.4±0.5       1.73±0.02       
  FRAS      21.06           40.52              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      39.8±0.3       1.70±0.01       

 
Asir Terrane 

  LTHS      20.28           40.41              6.5           0.5    0.5    0         18.4±2.0       1.91±0.10       
  RYNS      21.32           42.85              6.5           0.5    0.5    0         36.9±0.2       1.75±0.01       
  BLJS       19.96           41.61              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      37.8±0.4       1.73±0.01      
  NAMS     19.17           42.20              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      41.9±0.3       1.70±0.01       
  ENMS      19.07           42.57              6.5           0.5    0.5    0         42.4±0.4       1.72±0.01      
  TATS      19.54           43.48              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      39.6±0.2       1.80±0.01       
  DJNS      17.70           43.54              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      47.4±0.5       1.66±0.02       
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  DRBS      17.83           42.30               6.5           0.5    0.5    0         33.2±0.3       1.65±0.02       
 

Afif Terrane 
  ARSS       25.83           43.15              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      38.4±0.2        1.76±0.01       
  AFFS       24.56           42.48              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      35.1±0.2        1.76±0.01       

 
Midyan Terrane 

  DBAS       27.21           35.97              6.5          0.5    0.5    0         27.8±1.9       1.70±0.05       
  WJHS       26.73           36.39              6.5          0.4    0.3    0.3       29.8±0.3       1.68±0.02       
  BIDS        26.87           36.96              6.5          0.4    0.3    0.3       36.3±0.3       1.66±0.01      

 
Gulf of Aqabah 

  HQLS       29.30           35.06              6.5          0.5    0.5    0         31.3±0.4       1.69±0.02       
  HAQS       29.06           34.93              6.5          0.5    0.5    0         28.5±0.3       1.78±0.02       
  RSHS       28.30           34.80              6.5          0.5    0.5    0         20.6±0.4       1.80±0.04     
  JLOS        28.74           35.49              6.5          0.5    0.5    0         37.4±0.2       1.74±0.01       

 
Arabian Platform 

  BTHS       24.05           50.85              6.5          0.5    0.5    0         45.7±1.5       1.70±0.02       
  SLWS       24.80           50.64              6.5          0.5    0.5    0         37.3±0.3       1.93±0.01       
  BOQS       25.87           49.38              6.5          0.5    0.5    0         47.6±0.3       1.65±0.01       
  KFJS        28.19           47.94              6.5          0.5    0.5    0         47.2±0.3       1.83±0.01       
  ASYS       27.50          44.34              6.5          0.4    0.3    0.3      47.0±0.2       1.77±0.01       
  TBKS       28.23           36.55              6.5          0.5    0.5    0         36.2±0.3       1.74±0.02       
  QLBS       28.65          37.59              6.5          0.4    0.3    0.3      36.1±0.3       1.77±0.01       
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Table 2.2 Thicknesses and Average Shear-Wave Velocities 
             Phanerozoic Cover        Upper Crust        Lower Crust          Average Crust          Upper-Mantle lida 
Station  hb (km)  Vs (km/s)   hb (km)  Vs (km/s)   hb (km)  Vs (km/s)   hb (km)  Vs (km/s)        Vs (km/s) 

Arabian Shield 
Harrat Lunayyir 

  LN01      -               -            12.5     3.55±0.20     22.5     4.04±0.04     35.0     3.87±0.27        4.53±0.02 
  LN02      -               -            12.5     3.63±0.23     25.0     4.07±0.10     37.5     3.92±0.26        4.55±0.05  
  LN03      -               -            12.5     3.58±0.13     22.5     4.00±0.09     35.0     3.85±0.23        4.60±0.09 
  LN04      -               -            12.5     3.57±0.10     22.5     4.04±0.08     35.0     3.87±0.25        4.51±0.07 
  LN05      -               -            12.5     3.72±0.17     22.5     4.01±0.12     35.0     3.91±0.19        4.64±0.14 
  LN08      -               -            12.5     3.66±0.29     25.0     4.08±0.12     37.5     3.94±0.28        4.59±0.06 
  LN10      -               -            12.5     3.60±0.18     22.5     4.03±0.08     35.0     3.88±0.24        4.54±0.05 
  LN11      -               -            12.5     3.56±0.22     25.0     4.07±0.09     37.5     3.90±0.29        4.57±0.04 
  LN12      -               -            12.5     3.58±0.23     25.0     4.08±0.12     37.5     3.91±0.29        4.51±0.10 
  LNYS     -               -            12.5     3.63±0.21     22.5     4.04±0.09     35.0     3.89±0.24        4.49±0.08 
  UMJS     -               -              7.5     3.20±0.24     17.5     4.00±0.17     25.0     3.76±0.42        4.30±0.08 

 
Hijaz Terrane 

  YNBS     -               -            12.5     3.56±0.18     20.0     4.14±0.08     32.5     3.92±0.32        4.55±0.08 
Harat Rahat 

  RH01      -               -              7.5     3.53±0.22     30.0     3.91±0.10     37.5     3.84±0.20        4.54±0.07 
  RH02      -               -            15.0     3.68±0.17     22.5     3.94±0.15     37.5     3.84±0.20        4.47±0.06 
  RH03      -               -            15.0     3.65±0.12     20.0     3.90±0.11     35.0     3.80±0.17        4.49±0.11 
  RH04      -               -            10.0     3.68±0.06     27.5     3.92±0.13     37.5     3.86±0.16        4.50±0.06 
  RH05      -               -            12.5     3.66±0.21     22.5     4.01±0.18     35.0     3.88±0.25        4.64±0.10 
  RH06      -               -            10.0     3.62±0.11     25.0     3.94±0.12     35.0     3.85±0.19        4.44±0.13 
  RH07      -               -            10.0     3.64±0.15     22.5     3.90±0.11     32.5     3.82±0.17        4.44±0.05 
  RH08      -               -            12.5     3.67±0.12     22.5     3.88±0.09     35.0     3.81±0.14        4.54±0.08 
  RH09      -               -            12.5     3.58±0.22     22.5     3.86±0.07     35.0     3.76±0.20        4.64±0.10 
  RH11      -               -            15.0     3.65±0.31     20.0     3.89±0.04     35.0     3.77±0.23        4.49±0.06 
  RH13      -               -            12.5     3.56±0.20     25.0     4.03±0.10     37.5     3.88±0.27        4.46±0.06 

Harrat Khaybar 
  KBRS     -               -            10.0     3.41±0.14     25.0     3.85±0.05     35.0     3.72±0.22        4.44±0.05 

 
Jeddah Terrane 

  FRJS       -               -            10.0     3.39±0.18     20.0     4.10±0.12     30.0     3.86±0.38        4.44±0.02 
  JEDS       -               -            10.0     3.37±0.14     17.5     4.07±0.11     27.5     3.82±0.37        4.50±0.05 
  SHMS     -               -            10.0     3.53±0.08     20.0     4.02±0.12     30.0     3.86±0.26        4.54±0.02 
  LBNS      -               -            10.0     3.24±0.28     22.5     4.15±0.09     32.5     3.87±0.46        4.50±0.01 
  MDRS     -               -            10.0     3.58±0.05     27.5     4.09±0.18     37.5     3.95±0.28        4.48±0.03 
  FDAS      -               -            10.0     3.66±0.12     27.5     4.02±0.16     37.5     3.92±0.22        4.55±0.01 
  SHRS      -               -            10.0     3.60±0.18     25.0     4.01±0.17     35.0     3.89±0.25        4.51±0.03 
  FRAS      -               -            12.5     3.57±0.17     27.5     4.07±0.10     40.0     3.92±0.27        4.57±0.02 

 
Asir Terrane 

  LTHS      -               -             7.5     3.09±0.22     20.0     3.98±0.22     27.5     3.74±0.47        4.38±0.06 
  RYNS     -               -            12.5     3.50±0.24     25.0     3.77±0.14     37.5     3.68±0.21        4.27±0.06 
  BLJS       -               -            15.0     3.51±0.14     22.5     3.89±0.06     37.5     3.74±0.22        4.51±0.01 
  NAMS    -               -            15.0     3.41±0.17     25.0     3.87±0.14     40.0     3.69±0.27        4.39±0.03 
  ENMS     -               -            12.5     3.33±0.13     30.0     3.86±0.16     42.5     3.71±0.29        4.34±0.05 
  TATS      -               -            15.0     3.43±0.13     25.0     3.78±0.19     40.0     3.66±0.24        4.35±0.04 
  DJNS      -               -            15.0     3.38±0.27     30.0     3.88±0.12     45.0     3.72±0.30        4.39±0.03 
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  DRBS     -               -            10.0     3.26±0.23     27.5     3.87±0.18     37.5     3.70±0.33        4.29±0.05 
 

Afif Terrane 
  ARSS      -               -            12.5     3.61±0.21     25.0     3.71±0.10     37.5     3.68±0.15        4.50±0.05 
  AFFS      -               -            12.5     3.73±0.22     22.5     3.67±0.06     35.0     3.69±0.13        4.43±0.03 

 
Midyan Terrane 

  DBAS     -               -            12.5     3.28±0.11     15.0     3.83±0.21     27.5     3.58±0.33        4.22±0.02 
  WJHS     -               -            12.5     3.39±0.21     17.5     3.89±0.15     30.0     3.68±0.31        4.20±0.06 
  BIDS       -               -            12.5     3.32±0.14     22.5     3.86±0.21     35.0     3.67±0.33        4.40±0.04 

 
Gulf of Aqabah 

  HQLS     -               -            12.5     3.11±0.16     20.0     3.73±0.23     32.5     3.49±0.37        4.21±0.05 
  HAQS     -               -            10.0     3.02±0.15     22.5     3.71±0.17     32.5     3.49±0.37        4.29±0.10 
RSHS(NE) -              -            10.0     3.01±0.37     17.5     3.76±0.20     27.5     3.48±0.46        4.21±0.05 
RSHS(SE) -              -             10.0     3.02±0.16     17.5     3.79±0.12     27.5     3.51±0.41        4.15±0.00 
  JLOS       -               -           12.5     3.20±0.12     22.5     3.76±0.17     35.0     3.56±0.32        4.48±0.02 

  
Arabian Platform 

  BTHS   10.0      2.78±0.45       22.5     3.54±0.13       7.5     4.05±0.12     40.0     3.44±0.50        4.48±0.05 
  SLWS   10.0      2.53±0.58      22.5     3.59±0.18     10.0     4.13±0.08     42.5     3.47±0.65        4.46±0.03 
  BOQS   10.0      2.65±0.53      30.0     3.67±0.21       5.0     4.21±0.14     45.0     3.50±0.57        4.49±0.05 
  KFJS     12.5     2.85±0.24      22.5     3.48±0.17     10.0     4.07±0.08     45.0     3.44±0.47        4.47±0.04 
  ASYS    12.5     3.09±0.76      15.0     3.72±0.09     17.5     4.08±0.14     45.0     3.68±0.56        4.59±0.05 
  TBKSc      -               -            12.5     3.23±0.35      22.5     3.77±0.19     35.0     3.58±0.36        4.44±0.08 
  QLBSc      -               -            15.0     3.27±0.25      20.0     3.75±0.18     35.0     3.56±0.32        4.50±0.11 
aMantle-lid S velocities are estimated as a 3-layer average within the mantle lid portion of inverted models. 
bConfidence bounds for layer thickness are at least ±2.5 km. 
cUpper crust values include sediments. 
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Chapter 3 

Evidence for crustal low shear-wave speed in western Saudi Arabia 

from multi-scale fundamental-mode Rayleigh-wave group-velocity 

tomography 

3.1 Introduction 

The Arabian Plate started to separate from Africa as the Red Sea and Aden Gulf rifting 

began around 30 Ma ago (e.g., Camp and Roobol, 1992; Bosworth et al., 2005; Garfunkel 

and Beyth, 2006). It is geologically divided into two distinct terrains: the western Arabian 

Shield and the eastern Arabian Platform (Fig. 3.1). Extensive Precambrian Proterozoic 

basement rocks are exposed in the Arabian Shield, although they underlie the entire 

Arabian Peninsula. Cenozoic volcanic rocks, known as “harrats”, mainly overlie the 

western part of the Arabian Shield. The Arabian Platform is covered by predominant 

Paleozoic, Mesozoic and Cenozoic sedimentary rocks with increasing thickness eastward 

away from the Shield (Brown, 1972; Stoeser and Camp, 1985).  

The rifting of the Red Sea strongly affected the geology and recent tectonic history of 

western Saudi Arabia. Some studies suggest that the Red Sea is passively rifting, driven 

by extensional stresses due to far-field forces such as slab pull (e.g. Wernicke, 1985; 

McGuire and Bohannon, 1989; Koulakov et al., 2016). Other studies (e.g. Bellahsen et 

al., 2003; Hansen et al., 2007) argue that the Red Sea developed as an active rift, driven 

by hot mantle upwelling that leads to thermal uplift and lithospheric thinning. In addition, 

the hypothesis of hybrid rifting has been proposed in which the Red Sea opening is 
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thought to be initiated passively, but is then followed by a period of active processes 

(Camp and Roobol, 1992; Ebinger and Sleep, 1998; Daradich et al., 2003). The stage of 

rifting is non-uniform along the Red Sea. The southern Red Sea already indicates seafloor 

spreading and prominent volcanic activity (Ebinger and Sleep, 1998; Daradich et al., 

2003; Xu and Jónsson, 2014), while the northern Red Sea is still at a passive rifting stage 

(Kaban et al., 2016), and/or an active rift at the end of its continental stage beginning to 

transit into oceanic seafloor spreading (Cochran and Martinez, 1988). 

Western Arabia is dotted with areas of Cenozoic volcanism that formed during the past 

30 Ma, showing a bimodal chemical character that indicates two distinct phases of 

volcanism (Camp and Roobol, 1992). Older lavas (30 - 20 Ma) are tholeiitic to 

transitional in composition. These are oriented approximately parallel to the Red Sea and 

have been attributed to the early rifting stage of the Red Sea. In contrast, younger lavas 

(12 Ma to recent) are transitional to alkalic, and can be found mainly along the north-

south oriented Makkah-Madinah-Nafud (MMN) line. Chang and Van der Lee (2011) 

suggests that the pronounced Cenozoic volcanism originates from lateral mantle flow 

from the Afar and, perhaps, a hypothesized Jordan hotspot. Other studies argue that a 

local mantle plume (Camp and Roobol, 1992) and/or a local hot mantle upwelling 

(Koulakov et al., 2016) under the Arabian Plate may play a key role in the formation of 

the Cenozoic lava fields. 

Several geophysical studies of crustal and upper-mantle structure of the Arabian Plate 

provide evidence for lateral variations of lithospheric properties (e.g., Mooney et al., 

1985; Gettings et al., 1986; Mokhtar and Al-Saeed, 1994; Sandvol et al., 1998; Rodgers 
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et al., 1999; Mokhtar et al., 2001; Kumar et al., 2002; Julià et al., 2003; Al-Damegh et al., 

2005; Tkalčić et al., 2006; Hansen et al., 2007; Chang and Van der Lee, 2011; Tang et al., 

2016; Yao et al., 2017). Generally, the crustal thickness in the Arabian Shield varies 

between 27 and 45 km (Hansen et al., 2007; Tang et al., 2016), while the crustal shear-

velocity ranges from 3.48 to 3.95 km/s with an average bulk Vp/Vs ratio of 1.73 ± 0.07 

(Tang et al., 2016). Thinner crust (25 - 32.5 km thick) with strong lateral variations is 

present along the Red Sea margin (Al-Damegh et al., 2005; Tkalčić et al., 2006; Tang et 

al., 2016). The Arabian Platform has crustal shear-velocities between 3.44 and 3.68 km/s 

and an average bulk Vp/Vs of 1.77 ± 0.09 (Tang et al., 2016).  

In addition, it has been inferred that the depth of the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary 

(LAB) varies considerably across the Arabian Peninsula, showing thin lithosphere under 

western Arabia that thickens toward the Arabian interior (Hansen et al., 2007). Tkalčić et 

al. (2006) observes anomalously low upper-mantle velocities and strong polarization 

anisotropy in the lithospheric upper-mantle below the Arabian Shield. Chang and Van der 

Lee (2011) and Chang et al. (2011) find slow shear-wave velocities at ~150 km depth, 

stretching from the Afar through the southern Red Sea and into the western Arabia, as 

well as a quasi-vertical low velocity anomaly under Jordan. Yao et al. (2017) confirms 

the upper-mantle low velocity zone (LVZ) of ~300 km width, roughly 60 - 190 km 

depths, and trending approximately north - south below the MMN volcanic line. 

However, most of the above-mentioned studies are limited by poor station coverage and 

sparse datasets. Thus, there is still considerable ambiguity regarding the lateral variations 

of crustal and upper-mantle structure below the Arabian Shield, the regions of Cenozoic 
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volcanism (harrats), and the Arabian Platform. In this study, we aim to revise previous 

models by conducting a fundamental-mode Rayleigh-wave group-velocity tomography 

and inverting for 3-D shear-wave velocity structure underneath Saudi Arabia, based on a 

new seismic dataset obtained from the Saudi Geological Survey (SGS). The new 

observations include seismic data recorded by a dense station network (unavailable for 

previous studies) in the years of 2007 – 2014, which greatly improves the spatial 

coverage and helps illuminating intraplate regions. Our study therefore extends previous 

efforts to map crustal and upper-mantle structure of Saudi Arabia, and achieves higher 

local resolution.  

In the following, we first describe the seismic data and our Rayleigh-wave group-velocity 

measurements. The next section presents the Rayleigh-wave tomography method and 

resulting maps of Rayleigh-wave group-velocities, followed by the description of the 

shear-wave velocity inversion and the estimated 3-D velocity model for the entire study 

region. Finally, we examine in detail the local velocity structure below the regions of 

Cenozoic volcanism in the Arabian Shield and discuss possible interpretations for the 

observed spatial patterns of shear-wave velocity variations.      
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Figure 3.1 Geographic map of the Arabian Plate and its surrounding regions, showing the 

main geologic features, the Cenozoic volcanism during the past 12 Ma (gray-shaded 

regions), and the so-called Makkah-Madinah-Nafud (MMN) volcanic line. Main volcanic 

regions (called harrats locally) are indicated by their names to which we refer in the text.  
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3.2 Seismic Data and Rayleigh-wave Group-velocity Measurements  

The Saudi Geological Survey (SGS) has operated the permanent Saudi National Seismic 

Network (SNSN) since 2006, consisting of more than 300 stations (status December 

2017). Most of the stations are equipped with either T40 or T120 Nanometrics sensors, 

while STS-2 Streckeisen instruments are operated at several sites. For our surface-wave 

investigation, we analyze vertical component seismograms from 77 Mw ≥ 5.5 regional 

earthquakes with an epicentral distance ≤ 30°, recorded by the SNSN-stations in the years 

of 2007 - 2014. Rayleigh-wave group-velocity dispersion curves are measured by 

applying the multiple-filter technique (MFT) of Dziewonski et al. (1969; implemented in 

the Computer Programs in Seismology package of Herrmann and Ammon, 2002). The 

MFT analyzes signal amplitude as a function of velocity and period, applying a Gaussian 

filter to isolate the wave package of interest. The width of the Gaussian filter is chosen 

based on the epicentral distance to minimize the area of the fundamental mode in the 

velocity-period profile surface (Ammon 2001). Before applying the MFT approach, we 

remove the instrumental response to obtain seismograms of ground displacement. 

We use over 3,000 seismograms to determine Rayleigh-wave group-velocities for periods 

T in the range 8 ≤ T ≤ 40 s. The lowest number of good quality measurements (~1,100 

rays) has been obtained for T = 8 s, due to the difficulty of measuring short-period group-

velocities at large epicentral distances. The highest number of high quality group-velocity 

measurements (~3,000 rays) has been achieved for T = 20 s. Figure 3.2 displays the 

distribution of the regional earthquakes used, available SNSN-stations and corresponding 

Rayleigh-wave ray-paths (for periods T between 8 and 40 s) throughout Arabia. Seismic 
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events are concentrated along plate boundaries, mainly the continental/oceanic rifts (e.g., 

Red Sea, Gulf of Aden, Indian Ocean Ridge) and the collision zones (e.g., Greece, 

Anatolia, Caucasus, Iran). In contrast, there are no earthquake within the Arabian Plate, 

except the M 5.7 event located in Harrat Lunayyir that is associated with the 2009 dike 

intrusion (Pallister et al., 2010). The spatial distribution, and hence coverage, of the 143 

SNSN-stations is non-uniform, with high station density in western Saudi Arabia, in 

particular in the volcanic regions or in zones of recently increased seismic activity. 

Station spacing is much larger in the eastern Provinces. In general, the ray-path coverage 

is dense within the study area, however, the coverage varies with period, and hence the 

final spatial resolution of our inversion changes with period. Figure 3.3 shows the 

corresponding ray-density maps.    

To understand the spatial- and period-dependent resolution of our dataset, we group all 

ray-paths into four clusters according to the source location for each period (Fig. 3.2). 

The first cluster contains all ray-paths from northwestern directions. The second cluster 

includes the rays from Anatolia and Caucasus in the north-northeast. The third group 

consists of the ray-paths from the east, while the fourth group comprises the rays from the 

Red Sea, the Gulf of Aden and the Arabian Sea in southerly directions (Fig. 3.2). For 

each cluster, the distribution of group-velocity measurements follows a normal 

distribution (Fig. 3.4). To ensure that only high-quality measurements enter the 

subsequent inversion, we only retain group-velocity measurements that fall within three 

standard deviations (i.e., 99.7 % of the dataset). Measurements beyond the three-sigma 

limits are discarded.    
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Figure 3.2 Distribution of earthquakes (black stars), stations (white triangles), and 

Rayleigh-wave ray-paths at periods T = 8 - 40 s. Four ray-path clusters are indicated by 

different colors. Cluster 1 (red) contains the rays from northwestern directions. Cluster 2 

(green) includes the rays from north-northeast. Cluster 3 (cyan) consists of the rays from 

the east. Cluster 4 (violet) comprises the rays from south-southeast (e.g., Red Sea, Gulf of 

Aden and Arabian Sea). 
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Figure 3.3 Ray-density maps shown as the number of ray-paths crossing each 0.8° x 0.8° 

cell at periods of 8 – 40 s. 
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Figure 3.4 Histograms of the 20-s Rayleigh-wave group-velocity measurements for the 

four ray-path clusters (Fig. 3.2): (a) cluster 1 contains the rays from northwestern 

directions (Fig. 2; red ray-paths); (b) cluster 2 includes the rays from north-northeastern 

directions (green ray-paths); (c) cluster 3 consists of the rays primarily from the east 

(cyan-colored); (d) cluster 4 comprises the rays from earthquakes in the south-southeast 

(Red Sea, Gulf of Aden and Arabian Sea; violet ray-paths). Blue lines indicate the mean 

and the 3-𝛔 limits for each group, respectively. Note that the distribution of measured 

group-velocities is nearly normal distribution for all four clusters. 
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3.3 Rayleigh-wave Group-velocity Tomography 

After measuring Rayleigh-wave group-velocities at various periods, we apply the Fast 

Marching Surface Tomography (FMST) scheme of Rawlinson (2005) to obtain Rayleigh-

wave group-velocity maps. The FMST is implemented iteratively in two steps: first, the 

fast marching method (FMM) (Rawlinson and Sambridge 2005) is applied for the 

forward prediction step, which is then followed by a subspace inversion scheme (Kennett 

et al., 1988) to invert for the depth-dependent S-wave structure. This last step includes 

the adjustment of the model parameters to satisfy the observed data. The FMM is a fast 

and stable grid-based numerical algorithm to compute the traveltime field by solving the 

eikonal equation with finite-difference approximations (Rawlinson and Sambridge 2005). 

The traveltimes from sources to receivers are calculated in 2-D spherical coordinates. The 

subspace inversion then projects the full linearized inverse problem into a much smaller 

n-dimensional model space, thus solving the inversion only for an n × n matrix. The 

FMST is therefore an iterative nonlinear method, because the repeated operation of the 

FMM and the subspace inversion creates a nonlinear relationship between seismic wave 

velocity and traveltime (Rawlinson and Sambridge 2005). 

The inversion scheme can be expressed as an optimization problem. The objective 

function is given by:  

𝑆(𝑚) 	= 	 (𝑔(𝑚) − 𝑑k"1)𝐶N_,(𝑔(𝑚) − 𝑑k"1)Q + 𝜀(𝑚 − 𝑚G)𝐶n_,(𝑚 − 𝑚G)Q + 𝜂𝑚𝐷𝐷Q𝑚Q (3-1) 

where 𝑑k"1  are the observed traveltimes, 𝑔(𝑚) are the predicted traveltimes, 𝑚G	is the 

initial model, 𝐶N_,  is an a priori data covariance matrix, 𝐶n_,  is an a priori model 
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covariance matrix, 𝜀 is the damping parameter, 𝜂 is the smoothing factor, and 𝐷 is the 

smoothness matrix. The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. 3-1 describes the search 

for a model 𝑚 that minimizes the misfit between the predicted and observed data. The 

second term provides regularization to prevent the solution (e.g., final model) from 

straying too far from the initial model. The third term constrains the smoothness of the 

inverted model, limiting the spatial variations of model parameters between neighboring 

nodes. 

We apply the FMST approach to the fundamental-mode Rayleigh-wave group-velocity 

measurements to obtain maps of group-velocity variations at periods of 8 - 40 s. The 

study region is parameterized as a 2-D rectangular grid with a node spacing of 0.8° in 

both latitude and longitude. We use the average group-velocities as initial values for 

tomographic inversion at each period. To choose the optimal damping and smoothing 

parameters, we investigate the trade-off curves between root-mean-square (RMS) and 

model variance, as well as between RMS and model roughness obtained at periods of 10 

and 30 s (Fig. 3.5; damping varying between 0.2 and 5; smoothing parameter between 1 

and 50). The optimal damping equals to 1, while the best smoothing parameter is 4. 

These values provide a good balance between model resolution and model 

roughness/variance. We also find that six iterations are usually sufficient to achieve 

convergence for the tomographic inversion.  

Figure 3.6 shows maps of Rayleigh-wave group-velocity variations relative to the 

average group-velocities at periods of 8, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 40 s. For reference, we 

also plot the characteristic shear-velocity sensitivity kernels for Rayleigh-waves at 
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different periods. At short periods (8 - 10 s) (Fig. 3.6a, b), group-velocity variations 

correlate well with surface geology. The low-velocity anomalies are located in the eastern 

and northern Arabia, delineating the main sedimentary units including the Arabian 

Platform, the Persian Gulf and the Mesopotamian Foredeep. Regions with thick 

sediments usually show much slower surface-wave group-velocities, since sedimentary 

rocks have lower shear-wave velocities than crystalline crustal rocks. At periods of 15 - 

20 s (Fig. 3.6c, d), the correlation between the slow group-velocities and the sedimentary 

basins still persists. In addition, a remarkable high velocity anomaly beneath the southern 

Red Sea appears at 15 s period and disappears again at period of 40 s, indicating the 

possible presence of oceanic crust in the southern Red Sea. Since oceanic crust is 

generally thinner than continental crust, the mid-period Rayleigh-waves (T = 15 – 20 s, 

sensitive to 10 – 30 km depths) may be detecting the upper-mantle in this region. 

However, we note that these features are at the edge of good ray coverage domain, and 

hence are not well resolved.   

In addition, we detect indications of locally reduced velocity (i.e., the faint regions of dU 

< 0 km/s) below the Cenozoic volcanic fields at periods of 15 - 20 s. At longer periods (T 

= 25 - 40 s; Fig. 3.6e-g), low group-velocities are found which are likely due to the 

thicker continental crust under the Arabian Platform and the orogenic regions such as the 

Zagros Mountains. The surface-wave speed at intermediate periods (T = 25 - 40 s) is 

usually slower in the regions with thick crust, because crustal shear-velocities are much 

lower than upper-mantle shear-velocities.  
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To examine the spatial resolution of the tomographic inversion, given the available 

dataset, we conduct a series of checkerboard tests. Such tests are needed to understand 

the robustness and reliability of the inversion, and to assess in which region and for 

which period geophysical interpretations are possible. Typically, the bordering zones of 

the study are less well resolved due to fewer crossing rays, while the central part is 

characterized by denser ray coverage (Fig. 3.3). However, to gain insight what exactly 

can be resolved in such a study, checkerboard tests with changing grid spacing are 

conducted. Here, we construct for each period an initial test model by imposing a 2.5° × 

2.5° checkerboard pattern comprising anomalies of ±0.8 km/s group-velocity variations 

on a constant velocity background model (i.e., the corresponding average group-

velocity), using a bi-cubic B-spline interpolation between grid-nodes. Synthetic 

traveltimes for the checkerboard model are computed using the FMM procedure with the 

same ray-paths of the observed data. Finally, we obtain the recovered velocity pattern 

using the node spacing desired in the final inversion (0.8° × 0.8°), applying also the same 

regularizations. We find that the checkerboard patterns are generally well recovered (Fig. 

3.7) for periods of 10 - 30 s, but recovery of the checkerboard model at periods of 8 and 

40 s is less convincing due to the limited ray coverage at these two periods (Fig. 3.2). We 

also remark that the periphery of our model domain is poorly resolved; correspondingly 

we only consider an irregularly shaped central region for later interpretation. Further 

checkerboard tests, trying lower group-velocity anomalies (e.g., ±0.4 km/s) and/or 

focusing on the local region of the Cenozoic volcanism, are displayed in figures 3.8 and 

3.9.           
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Figure 3.5 Trade-off curves (a) between root-mean-square (RMS) misfit and model 

roughness (1/s), and (b) between RMS misfit and model variance (km/s)2 for 10 s and 30 

s period. The curves help identifying the optimal balance between RMS and model 

roughness, and between RMS and model variance. Here, we choose smoothness 

parameter η = 4 and damping value ε = 1.	
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Figure 3.6 Maps of Rayleigh-wave group-velocities (periods T = 8 - 40 s), showing 

perturbations relative to the corresponding average group-velocities (stated in each 

panel). Green contours outline the Cenozoic volcanism (Fig. 3.1). Dashed black line 

marks the boundary between the Arabian Shield and the Arabian Platform. For reference, 

we also plot the shear-wave sensitivity kernels of the Rayleigh-wave group-velocities at 

several periods.   
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Figure 3.7 Checkerboard tests for Rayleigh-wave group-velocity tomography at periods 

of 8 – 40 s. A 2.5° x 2.5° initial checkerboard pattern with imposed ±0.8 km/s group-

velocity anomalies is applied. The images show the degradation in resolution at the 

periphery of the modeled domain as well as the period-dependence of resolution, owing 

to the ray density (Fig. 3.3). 
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Figure 3.8 Same as Figure 3.7, but with a 2.5° x 2.5° initial checkerboard pattern with 

imposed anomalies of ±0.4 km/s. 
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Figure 3.9 Checkerboard tests for Rayleigh-wave group-velocity tomography at periods 

of 8 – 40 s for the Cenozoic lava fields in the Arabian Shield, applying a 1.5° x 1.5° 

checkerboard pattern with anomalies of ±0.4 km/s. 
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3.4 Shear-wave Velocity Inversion 

Next, we invert the Rayleigh-wave group-velocities to obtain a 1-D shear-wave velocity-

depth profile at each grid node, following the approach of Herrmann and Ammon (2002). 

These profiles are then combined to generate a 3-D shear-velocity model of the Earth 

crust and upper-mantle below Saudi Arabia. Group-velocities between period 8 and 40 s 

are extracted from our tomography results, while we rely on group-velocity 

measurements of Ma and Masters (2014) at longer periods (T = 40 - 133 s) to constrain 

the lithospheric mantle. Ma and Masters (2014) obtained millions of high-quality 

fundamental-mode Rayleigh- and Love-wave group-velocity measurements at periods T 

= 25 - 133 s (utilizing a cluster analysis technique), and reported the global lateral 

variations of group-velocity. Their cluster approach measures surface-wave velocities for 

all recordings from a single event at a single target period, instead of making 

measurements for all periods for a single event-station pair (Ma and Masters, 2014). 

Although their tomographic results are based on a block size of 1° by 1°, the best 

resolution is around 5° (50 s period Rayleigh-wave, according to their checkerboard 

tests). Despite the nominal lower resolution of the Ma and Masters dataset, we consider it 

important for our study in order to help constrain the deeper (below ~50 km depth) Earth 

structure underneath Saudi Arabia. 

We parameterize our starting model as a stack of layers with constant thickness and 

constant velocity. Layer thicknesses are 5 km in the Earth crust and uppermost mantle (0 

- 60 km), and then progressively increase to 10 km in the lithospheric mantle levels (60 - 

120 km) and to 20 km at deeper depths. In our previous study (Tang et al., 2016), we 
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constructed 1-D shear-wave velocity-depth profiles of crust and uppermost mantle at 56 

SNSN-stations by jointly inverting P-wave receiver functions and surface-wave 

dispersion data. Correspondingly, we use the average shear-velocity model from these 56 

SNSN-stations as the starting model for the depth range of 0 - 50 km, with P-velocity and 

density for each layer being based on the joint inversion models of Tang et al. (2016). At 

larger depths (50 - 220 km), we choose the global 1-D model AK135 as starting model. 

For the 1-D shear-velocity inversion at each grid node, differential smoothing is applied 

to damp the differences between the shear-wave velocity perturbations in adjacent layers 

(Herrmann and Ammon, 2002). The function to be minimized in the inversion can be 

expressed as MIN = 𝛿𝑦 − 𝐀	 ∙ 𝛿𝑥 + |𝜃𝐃	 ∙ 	𝛿𝑥| , where vector 𝛿𝑥  represents shear-

velocity model perturbations, 𝛿𝑦 is the data residual, matrix 𝐀 contains the sensitivity 

kernel, vector 𝐃	 ∙ 	𝛿𝑥 contains the first differences between shear-velocity perturbations 

in adjacent layers, and 𝜃 is the damping factor that we set equal to 1.   

Figure 3.10 illustrates the 1-D shear-velocity inversion procedure at two nodes. One node 

(Fig 3.10a) is located on the Arabian Shield (lat. 24.2°, long. 40.0°), showing a ~35 km 

thick crust, a very thin upper-mantle lid, and slow velocities in the upper-mantle. In 

contrast, the other site (Fig 3.10b) is on the Arabian Platform (lat. 27.4°, long. 48.8°), 

displaying thick sediments (~10 km), crust and lithosphere. Note that the observed 

Rayleigh-wave group-velocity dispersion curve (triangles in Fig. 3.10) is a combination 

of group-velocities at 8 - 40 s periods from our tomography, as well as the group-

velocities at periods of 40 - 133 s from Ma and Masters (2014) within our study region. 

The starting model is a combination of the average 1-D model for 0 - 50 km depths from 

Tang et al. (2016), and the AK135 model for 50 - 220 km depths. Additionally, A few 
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further tests and comparisons, such as applying a different starting model (e.g., AK135 

model), comparing with the previous results from joint inversion (Tang et al. 2016), are 

shown in figures 3.14 – 3.17.    

To assess the spatial resolution of our 3-D model, we perform checkerboard tests with 

various grid parameterizations. The initial test model of variable input S-wave velocities 

follows a 2.5° × 2.5° checkerboard pattern with ±0.4 km/s (i.e., ±10 %) S-wave 

anomalies in horizontal sections. In vertical direction, the signs change at depths of 5 km, 

20 km, 40 km, and 70 km. The first step when creating the synthetic data is to compute 2-

D maps of Rayleigh-wave group-velocities for all periods (i.e., 8 - 40 s). For each grid 

node within the study area, we then calculate expected group-velocities based on the 1-D 

model corresponding to that node. Subsequently, we compute the synthetic Rayleigh-

wave travel times and apparent group-velocities for all included ray-paths (i.e., event - 

station pairs) in the original dataset at each period. We then treat the synthetic Rayleigh-

wave travel times and apparent group-velocities as “real” data that we then use to 

perform the surface wave tomography. From the corresponding 2-D maps of group-

velocities, we then invert for the shear-velocity model, following the same procedures 

described in section 3.3 and 3.4. Figure 3.11 shows the result of the synthetic test for the 

entire study region. The three horizontal slices show that the checkerboard anomalies are 

well recovered in the central part of our study domain, but resolution degrades at the 

boundaries. In the southwest, this boundary roughly coincides with the Red Sea coastline. 

In the vertical sections, four layers with different signs of anomalies are well restored, 

indicating excellent resolution within the upper ~80 km depth. These tests show the 
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robustness of our inversion results, and provide important information for further 

geophysical, geological, geodynamic interpretation. 

Finally, we obtain a set of 1-D inverted models that we interpolate to construct a 3-D 

shear-wave velocity model for Saudi Arabia. Figure 3.12 displays a set of horizontal 

depth-slices of shear-wave velocity perturbations (in %) from our 3-D shear-wave 

velocity model at crustal levels. At 0 - 10 km depths (Fig. 3.12a, b), the S-wave velocity 

patterns clearly reflect our Rayleigh-wave group-velocity patterns at 8 - 10 s periods (Fig. 

3.6a, b), in which slower velocities correlate well with the presence of sedimentary 

basins, including the Arabian Platform, the Persian Gulf and the Mesopotamian 

Foredeep. We also detect low velocity zones beneath the Cenozoic volcanic regions (i.e., 

harrats) at 10 - 30 km depths (Fig. 3.12c-f), with S-wave velocity reductions of 2 – 3 % 

with respect to the corresponding reference wave speeds. Even at 25 - 30 km depths (Fig. 

3.12f), most areas, including the Platform and the eastern Shield, show crustal shear-

velocities that are comparatively slow, while the Red Sea margin indicates relatively high 

velocities corresponding to S-wave speeds expected at the lower-crustal levels and near 

the Moho. In summary, we detect thinner crust along the Arabian margin of the Red Sea, 

which has been hinted in previous studies (Al-Damegh et al., 2005; Tkalčić et al., 2006; 

Tang et al., 2016). At 30 - 35 km depths (Fig. 3.12g), most regions of the Arabian Shield 

have reached the lower crust and even Moho discontinuity. However, both the southern 

Arabian Shield and the Arabian Platform are still showing crustal velocities (~3.7 – 3.9 

km/s). At 35 - 45 km depths (Fig. 3.12h, i), we find that S-wave speeds underneath the 

Arabian Shield has reached values expected at the Moho and the uppermost mantle. In 

contrast, the southern Arabian Shield and the Arabian Platform reveal still lower-crustal 
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velocities. Our high-resolution study therefore clearly demonstrates that the southern 

Arabian Shield and the Arabian Platform have thicker crust (≥ 45 km) than the western 

part of the Arabian Shield (~35 - 40 km), corroborating previous results (Tang et al., 

2016).  

Figure 3.13 displays horizontal depth-slices of S-wave velocity anomalies for upper-

mantle depth levels. We find a substantial low S-wave velocity anomaly underneath the 

southwestern part of our study region, near the Red Sea coastline (Fig. 3.13, b-l), 

continuing from ~50 km to perhaps over 180 km depths. This may be related to findings 

by Chang and Van der Lee (2011). They mapped slow S-wave velocities within the 

upper-mantle below the southern Red Sea. This domain of low S-wave velocities implies 

that the lithospheric thickness is no more than 50 km beneath the southern Red Sea and 

the nearby coastal regions, consistent with previous local LAB estimations (Hansen et al., 

2007). 

In addition, we identify isolated low S-wave velocity anomalies beneath the areas of 

Cenozoic volcanism in the Arabian Shield, extending over the depth range 55 - 70 km 

(Fig. 3.13c, d). As depth increases, these low velocity anomalies expand into 

interconnected low shear-velocity zones (LVZ), including the Arabian Shield and even 

northern Arabia (beneath Jordan and Syria, however, the resolution of our model is 

limited in this region). Our results thus corroborate and extend previous findings 

regarding the LVZ that have been proposed, being a northward extension from the Afar 

plume (Chang and Van der Lee, 2011; Chang et al., 2011; Yao et al., 2017). Our velocity 

maps also indicate thin lithosphere (~60 - 90 km thick) and slower upper-mantle S-wave 
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velocities in the Arabian Shield, compared to thicker lithosphere and relatively high 

upper-mantle velocities of the Arabian Platform. However, our 3-D inversion model 

cannot reveal further details of this LVZ, because the upper-mantle structure is largely 

constrained by the large-scale group-velocity tomography of Ma and Masters (2014) 

whose resolution is spatially limited. 
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Figure 3.10 Examples of the 1-D shear-velocity inversion at two nodes - (a) 24.2° N, 

40.0° E on the Arabian Shield; (b) 27.4° N, 48.8° E on the Arabian Platform. The top 

panels show observed dispersion data (triangles) extracted from our tomography results 

(periods T = 8 - 40 s) and from Ma and Masters (2014) (periods T = 40 - 133 s), as well 

as the predicted dispersion curves (red). The bottom panels display the starting models 

(blue) and the inverted 1D shear-wave velocity models (red) at each location. 
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Figure 3.11 Resolution tests for our study region, applying a 2.5° x 2.5° initial 

checkerboard pattern with imposed anomalies of ±0.4 km/s (i.e., ±10 %). The top row 

displays the recovered shear-wave velocity patterns (at three different depths), indicating 

excellent resolution for the region of interest of the Cenozoic volcanic fields (marked by 

green lines). The bottom row presents the recovered depth-dependent velocity structure in 

two vertical cross-sections (locations in top-left panel). 
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Figure 3.12 Horizontal slices of shear-velocity anomalies (in percentage deviation from 

the reference velocities) over the crustal depth range of the Arabian Plate (0 - 45 km). 

The reference velocity values and depths are indicated in the bottom-left corners of each 

panel. Green contours outline the regions of Cenozoic volcanism. Dashed black line 

marks the boundary between the Arabian Shield and the Arabian Platform. Note that we 

only show shear-wave variations over the region which we consider well resolved based 

on the ray-density maps (Fig. 3.3) and the checkerboard resolution tests (Fig. 3.7, 3.8, 

3.11). 
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Figure 3.13 Same as Figure 3.12, but for the upper-mantle level (45 – 180 km) beneath 

Saudi Arabia. Here, a common reference shear-wave velocity of 4.35 km/s is applied. 

 

Figure 3.14 AK135 velocity model (black) versus our starting model (violet). Note the 

differences in the crustal levels (0 – 50 km). For the mantle levels (below 50 km), both 

initial 1-D structures are identical. 
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Figure 3.15 1-D shear-wave velocity inversions at nodes - (a) 24.2° N, 40.0° E in the 

Arabian shield; (b) 28.2° N, 48.0° E in the Arabian platform. Both the inverted models 

using our starting model (red lines) and the inverted results using the AK135 model (blue 

lines) are displayed. The green lines show the models at station RHT01 (24.27° N, 39.81° 

E) and KFJS (28.19° N, 47.94° E) from the joint inversion of Tang et al. (2016). 
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Figure 3.16 Horizontal slices of shear-velocity anomalies in the crust (0 – 45 km) using 

the AK135 Earth models as starting model for inversion. Comparing with Fig. 3.12, we 

find minor influence of the starting model on the inversion results in terms of spatial 

patterns, however, the reference shear-wave speeds at each depth-level are changed. 
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Figure 3.17 Horizontal slices of shear-velocity anomalies at the crustal levels (0 - 45 km) 

below the Cenozoic volcanic regions, based on the starting Earth model AK135. Like in 

Figure 3.14, the spatial patterns of velocity anomalies remain unaltered, however, the 

reference shear-wave velocities in each layer are changed. 
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3.5 Discussion and Implications 

The most intriguing features in our 3-D model are the zones of low S-wave velocity at 

crustal levels underneath the regions of Cenozoic volcanism, and the upper-mantle LVZ 

below the Arabian Shield. In the following, we discuss possible explanations for the 

presence of these S-wave velocity anomalies as well as implications for understanding 

the Cenozoic volcanism of western Arabia. 

3.5.1 S-wave anomalies underneath the Cenozoic Volcanism 

Our inversion documents the presence of low S-wave velocity anomalies at 10 - 30 km 

depths below the Cenozoic volcanic areas (Fig. 3.12c-f) of Saudi Arabia. To further 

examine the details of these low-velocity features, we zoom into the regions of Cenozoic 

volcanism in the Arabian Shield to obtain images of higher spatial resolution. For this 

purpose, we follow the same procedure as before, conducting Rayleigh-wave group-

velocity tomography followed by shear-wave velocity inversion with all available rays 

and stations, but now focusing on the local harrats. Because the spacing of the SNSN-

stations is much denser over the region of Cenozoic volcanism, hence better ray coverage 

is achieved that allows a closer node spacing of 0.5° in both latitude and longitude 

(instead of 0.8° as previously). Furthermore, we experiment with the needed 

regularizations for the Rayleigh-wave tomography, and find optimal smoothing (η = 2) 

and damping parameter (ε = 1) for obtaining higher resolution velocity maps. As a result, 

we are able to generate a refined 3-D shear-wave velocity model for the area of Cenozoic 

volcanism. As before, we carry out checkerboard tests for this local region (Fig. 3.18) to 

assess the robustness and reliability of our inversion. The horizontal resolution for the 
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local 3-D model is about 1.5° × 1.5°, which is substantially better than that for the entire 

study area. Correspondingly, the depth-dependent velocity anomalies under the volcanic 

areas are well resolved (Fig. 3.18). 

We present our findings in terms of deviations of local S-wave speed in nine horizontal 

slices (Fig. 3.19) and three vertical sections (Fig. 3.20). The local 3-D model reveals low 

shear-wave velocity anomalies beneath the Cenozoic volcanic fields at crustal levels. 

These include the low velocity zone at ~10 - 25 km depths near Harrat Rahat and Harrat 

Khaybar, the low velocities at ~10 - 35 km depths extending from Harrat Khaybar, to 

Harrat Lunayyir and Harrat Uwayrid, and the low velocity feature at ~10 - 35 km depths 

directly below Harrat Nawasif, Harrat Hadan and Harrat Kishb. The reduction in shear-

wave speed appear largest in the later area, reaching ~5 %, while overall it is on the order 

of 2 – 3 % in lower-crustal depths (15 – 35 km). We also detect a low velocity anomaly at 

roughly 25 - 50 km depths in the northeastern corner of the study domain, perhaps related 

to Harrat Hutaymah. The vertical transects (Fig. 3.20) provide further details on the depth 

extent and lateral variations of the low velocity features below the harrats.  

Interpreting in detail these regions of reduced shear-wave speed is not straightforward, as 

additional geophysical and geological information (temperature gradient, attenuation, 

anisotropy, conductivity, mineralogy) are missing in order to decipher the rock 

composition and potential presence of partial melts. Naturally, the zones of low S-wave 

speed underneath Cenozoic volcanic fields lend themselves to be interpreted as regions of 

partial melts that somehow feed the surface volcanism. However, let us first discuss the 
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spatial pattern of the observed low S-wave velocities before we speculate about their 

nature. 

Figure 3.20 shows that the zone of low S-wave speed within the upper-mantle connects to 

the crustal low velocity zones in the region of Harrat Khaybar, northern Harrat Rahat, and 

Harrat Uwayrid. This suggests a possible “conduit” (between ~40 – 70 km depths, at lat. 

~26° and long. ~39.5°) through which magma may ascend from the upper mantle levels 

into the crust. This “conduit” appears to bifurcate into several branches (Fig. 3.20, cross-

section C-C’). One branch ascends toward the southeast, arriving below Harrat Khaybar 

and northern Harrat Rahat. Another branch rises toward the northwest, reaching Harrat 

Uwayrid. The third one rises toward the west, arriving beneath Harrat Lunayyir, while 

another one appears to stretch towards the east at depths of around 20 km. Our findings 

therefore suggest the possible existence of a complex network of potential magma 

conduits that may feed the Cenozoic surface volcanism in Saudi Arabia. Notice also the 

regions of low S-wave speed beneath Harrat Nawasif, Harrat Hadan, and Harrat Kishb 

are disconnected from the upper-mantle LVZ, while the S-wave anomalies under Harrat 

Khaybar, northern Harrat Rahat, and Harrat Uwayrid are connected to the upper-mantle 

LVZ. It is interesting to note that the age of surface lavas in the harrats decreases from 

south to north (roughly coinciding with profile C-C’ in Fig. 3.20) (Camp and Roobol, 

1992), thus, the S-wave anomalies under the southern harrats (with older lavas) appear as 

currently isolated features in the crust. Further support for our results are provided by 

Koulakov et al. (2015) who map lower S-velocities, higher P-velocities and increased 

Vp/Vs ratios at ~7 - 15 km depths under Harrat Lunayyir, which they interpret as a 
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steady-state magma reservoir. They also suggest the presence of a conduit below ~15 km 

depth for fluids and melts from deeper sources.  

3.5.2 Origin of Cenozoic Volcanism              

Figure 3.20 reveals a spatial correlation of the S-wave anomalies with the Cenozoic 

surface volcanism, however, correlation does not mean causality. Yet, the inferred 

localized reductions in shear-wave speed of 2 – 3 % (locally even 5 %) that we observe 

underneath the harrats may be related to the origin of the volcanism. Since further 

geophysical information for these depths (15 - 35 km) in terms of conductivity, 

attenuation, or anisotropy are absent that are needed to determine the physical in-situ rock 

properties, we can only hypothesize what these velocity reductions represent. Following 

Hacker et al (2014) and their approach on estimating the effect of melt on shear-wave 

speed based on Schmeling (1985), we find that 3 % S-wave speed reductions can be 

explained by 1.5 - 3.5 % partial melt, depending on melt geometry. For 2 % S-wave 

velocity reduction, this percentage of partial melt reduces to 1.0 – 2.5 %; for a -5 % 

shear-wave-speed anomaly, 2.5 – 5.0 % partial melt is expected. As we lack more 

detailed geological and geophysical information, we speculate that the imaged shear-

wave velocity reductions of ~3 % are due to ~2 % partial melts that are localized in 

relatively broad anomalies of 50 - 100 km horizontal and 10 - 15 km vertical extend (Fig. 

3.20). Notice that 2 % of partial melt is considered a small amount, which however is 

sufficient to significantly reduce the S-wave speed (Hacker et al, 2014). 

If indeed present, how are these small amounts of partial melts generated? Our images of 

the upper-mantle LVZ across the Arabian Shield and even into Jordan may provide some 
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clues. Associated with the approximately north - south orientation of the fast axis from 

shear-wave splitting measurements (Gashawbeza et al., 2004; Hansen et al., 2006; 

Elsheikh et al., 2014), our results are consistent with the model of lateral mantle flow 

from the Afar hotspot (Chang and Van der Lee, 2011; Chang et al., 2011). However, the 

relation between the laterally-transported plume material and the surface volcanism in the 

western Arabia remains ambiguous. If large amounts of migrated Afar plume material is 

heating (even “flooding”) the bottom of the Arabian Shield's lithosphere (Ebinger and 

Sleep, 1998; Chang and Van der Lee, 2011; Chang et al., 2011), local lithospheric melts 

and mixed plume material should feed the Cenozoic volcanism. However, geochemical 

analyses (Bertrand et al., 2003) on basalts report that the magmas for the volcanism in 

Saudi Arabia, Jordan and Syria do not originate from Afar mantle-plume material, but 

rather from Arabian lithospheric mantle. Also, the western Arabian lavas are not affected 

by crustal contamination (Bertrand et al., 2003), although some possible contaminants 

residing in both upper and lower crust have been identified in some basalts from Yemen 

(Baker et al., 1996; Baker et al., 1997). In addition, Konrad et al. (2016) reports that only 

lavas found at Harrat Rahat (directly above the MMN line) show a “weak but detectable 

plume signal”, suggesting only a small quantity of entrained plume material, whereas the 

dominant magma source for all the other harrats appears to be the Proterozoic 

lithospheric mantle. Therefore, it seems likely that only a small amount of plume material 

from Afar has arrived at the southern tip (i.e., Harrat Rahat) of the MMN volcanic line. 

The typical mantle convection speed near the crust is ~20 mm/yr (Liu et al., 2007). 

Assuming a similar velocity for the lateral northwards mantle flow from the Afar, the 

distance traveled for the laterally-transported Afar plume material is ~600 km since the 
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onset of Cenozoic volcanism (i.e., ~30 Ma). Obviously, this distance is insufficient to 

cover the Arabian Shield.  

Correspondingly, the hypothesized fraction of partial melt is likely produced locally, at 

least to a large extent. Partial melting may occur in form of decompression melting, in the 

present case triggered by lithospheric thinning associated with the Red Sea rifting. 

Additional heating due to lateral mantle flow from the Afar hotspot may further 

contribute to the lithospheric melting under the southern Arabian Shield. 

However, to map further details of the inferred low shear-wave speed anomalies and to 

understand their rock-physical properties and geodynamic origin, further geophysical 

investigations, associated with geochemical and geological studies, are needed. These 

will also help to address the question whether there is a lithospheric-to-crustal “plumbing 

system” underneath the Arabian Shield that feeds the Cenozoic volcanism, or whether the 

well-resolved low shear-velocity anomalies present deep-seated isolated reservoirs of 

partial melts that are occasionally fed by lithospheric melts mixed with local 

asthenospheric mantle material.      
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Figure 3.18 Resolution tests focusing on the regions of Cenozoic volcanism in the 

western Arabian Shield. A 1.5° x 1.5° checkerboard pattern with imposed S-velocity 

anomalies of ±0.4 km/s (i.e., ±10 %), also varying with depths, is applied as initial test 

model. See Figure 3.11 for further details. Note that the recovered model indicates 

adequate resolution over the volcanic areas, while resolution rapidly degrades near the 

Red Sea. 
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Figure 3.19 Horizontal slices of shear-velocity anomalies at the crustal levels (0 - 45 km) 

below the Cenozoic volcanic regions, given in percentage deviation from the depth-

dependent reference S-wave speeds (specified in the bottom-left of each panel). Green 

lines mark the volcanic areas. Dashed thick black lines in panel (a) indicate the three 

cross sections shown in Figure 3.20.  
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Figure 3.20 Vertical profiles of shear-velocity anomalies (in percentage deviation) for the 

three transects shown in Figure 3.19a. The reference velocities for each depth-range are 

indicated in Figure 3.12 and 3.13. 
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3.6 Conclusions 

We conduct a fundamental-mode Rayleigh-wave group-velocity tomography and develop 

a 3-D shear-velocity model of the crust and upper-mantle for Saudi Arabia and its 

adjacent regions using the regional seismic data. Through a series of checkerboard tests, 

we establish the limits of resolution of our dataset, and thus document good spatial 

resolution over most parts of the study region. Our results greatly improve previous 

models of crust-and-mantle structure underneath Saudi Arabia, and help investigating the 

underlying geodynamical processes in this area. In particular, we identify low shear-wave 

velocity anomalies at crustal levels in regions of Cenozoic surface volcanism, which we 

interpret as areas that comprise ~2 % partial melt. We also image the upper-mantle LVZ 

below the western Arabia, supporting a previous model of lateral mantle migration from 

the Afar hotspot (Chang et al., 2011). We speculate that only a small amount of plume 

material from the Afar has arrived at the southern tip (i.e., Harrat Rahat) of the Cenozoic 

volcanism area. The generation of local lithospheric mantle melts under the Arabian 

Shield may be caused by decompression partial melting associated with lithospheric 

thinning during the Red Sea opening. In this case, lithospheric melts, mixed with local 

asthenospheric material, may provide the main magma source of the late-Cenozoic 

volcanism in the western Arabia. 
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Chapter 4 

Shear-Velocity Structure beneath Saudi Arabia from the Joint 

Inversion of P- and S-Wave Receiver Functions, and Rayleigh-Wave 

Group-Velocity Dispersion Data 

4.1 Introduction 

The Arabian Plate is geologically divided into two distinct terrains: the Arabian Shield in 

the west and the Arabian Platform in the east (Fig 4.1). The Arabian Shield is 

characterized by extensive Cenozoic basaltic lava fields (so-called harrats). These lava 

regions formed during the past 30 Myr (Camp and Roobol, 1992) cover an area of 

~180,000 km2 (Coleman et al., 1983). Two distinct phases of volcanism are identified by 

Camp and Roobol (1992). Older lavas (30 - 20 Ma) are tholeiitic to transitional in 

composition and occur roughly parallel to the Red Sea. They are associated with the early 

rifting stage of the Red Sea. Younger lavas (12 Ma to present) are transitional to alkalic 

and can be found along a roughly south-north trend referred to as the Makkah-Madinah-

Nafud (MMN) volcanic line (Camp and Roobol, 1992; Stern and Johnson, 2010). The 

harrats along the MMN line become progressively younger towards the north (Camp and 

Roobol, 1992).  

Volcanism in western Arabia is still active. Over twenty volcanic eruptions during the 

past 1500 years have been recognized (Camp et al., 1987). The last surface eruption 

occurred in 1256 AD just south of the holy city of Medinah (Camp et al., 1987). The last 

major magmatic activity occurred between April and June 2009 in Harrat Lunayyir (Fig 
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4.1), where a swarm of more than 30,000 earthquakes were triggered by a magmatic dike 

intrusion (Pallister et al., 2010). However, the exact origin of the Cenozoic volcanism is 

still debated. Chang et al. (2011) suggest that it may be related northward migrating 

material fed by the Afar plume. Other studies (e.g., Camp and Roobol, 1992; Koulakov et 

al., 2016) argue that the major cause of the volcanism may be related to a local mantle 

plume or local hot mantle upwelling under the Arabian Plate. 

The development of the Red Sea rift might have played a key role in the emplacement of 

the Cenozoic volcanism in western Arabia, through thinning of the lithosphere and 

channeling of sub-lithospheric melts (Ebinger and Sleep, 1998; Chang et al., 2011; 

Koulakov et al., 2016). About 30 Ma, rifting processes initiated in the Afar region of East 

Africa and spread northward and eastward to form the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden, 

eventually resulting in the splitting of Arabia from Africa (Camp and Roobol, 1992; 

Bosworth et al., 2005; Garfunkel and Beyth, 2006). Indeed, the entire Gulf of Aden 

reveals a well-developed mid-ocean ridge with seafloor spreading (Cochran, 1981); the 

evolution and current state of rifting of the Red Sea is still controversial. A few studies 

(e.g., Ebinger and Sleep, 1998; Hansen et al., 2007) suggest that the Red Sea has evolved 

into oceanic seafloor spreading, whereas some other studies (e.g., McGuire and 

Bohannon, 1989; Koulakov et al., 2016; Yao et al., 2017) argue that the Red Sea is still at 

a stage of passive rifting. Additionally, some studies (e.g., Camp and Roobol, 1992; 

Ebinger and Sleep, 1998; Daradich et al., 2003) propose a hybrid rifting system - the Red 

Sea opening was initiated by passive processes and followed by more recent active 

processes.     
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Numerous geophysical studies have concentrated on the Arabian Plate. A few 

investigations (e.g., Mooney et al., 1985; Rodgers et al., 1999; Julià et al., 2003; Al-

Damegh et al., 2005; Tkalčić et al., 2006; Hansen et al., 2007; Tang et al., 2016) have 

constrained the Arabian crustal P- and/or S-wave velocities, crustal thicknesses, and bulk 

Vp/Vs ratios. Also, local tomography studies (e.g., Hansen et al., 2013; Koulakov et al., 

2015; Abdelwahed et al., 2016) report crustal seismic velocity anomalies underneath the 

harrat regions in Saudi Arabia. Blanchette et al. (2018) model the thermal evolution of 

the lithosphere under Harrat Lunayyir, inferring a two-stage Red Sea rifting. 

Additionally, a thin lithosphere, strong polarization anisotropy, and anomalously low 

seismic velocities in the sub-lithospheric mantle have been inferred below western Arabia 

(Tkalčić et al., 2006; Hansen et al., 2007; Park et al., 2007; Chang and Van der Lee, 

2011; Koulakov et al., 2016; Yao et al., 2017; Tang et al., 2018). While the general 

crustal and upper-mantle characteristics in Saudi Arabia can be considered known, 

important details in velocity structure are still ambiguous, and a high-resolution 3-D 

model is entirely absent, mostly because of sparse datasets available in the previous 

studies.   

To better resolve lithospheric and sub-lithospheric mantle structure underneath Saudi 

Arabia and investigate the possible emplacement mechanism for the Cenozoic volcanism, 

we develop a high-resolution 3-D shear-wave velocity model with a seismic dataset 

compiled from 156 seismic stations belonging to the Saudi National Seismic Network 

(SNSN). A joint inversion of P- and S-wave receiver functions and fundamental-mode 

Rayleigh-wave group-velocities is performed, which maps the seismic properties of the 

asthenospheric low-velocity channel under Saudi Arabia with unprecedented detail.  
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In the following sections, we first describe the seismic data processing, including P- and 

S-receiver function calculation, and the determination of Rayleigh-wave group-velocity 

dispersion curves. Next, we present the joint inversion method, followed by the 

description of the resulting S-velocity variation maps of the entire study area. We then 

compare our results with previous studies and discuss possible interpretations for the 

observed velocity anomalies at crustal and upper-mantle levels below Saudi Arabia. Our 

results shed light on several open questions related to the origin of the Cenozoic 

volcanism, the influence of the Red Sea rift and the Afar plume on the volcanism, as well 

as the magma plumbing system underneath western Arabia.  
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Figure 4.1 Topographic map of the Arabian plate and its adjacent regions, indicating the 

major tectonic features, the Cenozoic volcanic fields during the past 12 Ma, and the so-

called Makkah-Madinah-Nafud (MMN) volcanic line. 
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4.2 Seismic Data and Processing 

The datasets utilized in the study are assembled from seismic waveforms recorded at 156 

broadband stations in Saudi Arabia. These stations, belonging to the permanent Saudi 

National Seismic Network (SNSN) operated by the Saudi Geological Survey (SGS), have 

been deployed since 2006. Most of the sites are equipped with either T40 or T120 

Nanometrics sensors with flat responses up to 40 s and 120 s, respectively, while a few 

stations operate STS-2 Streckeisen instruments. Figure 4.2 displays the locations of the 

seismic stations used in this study. The spatial coverage of the stations is uneven, with 

high station density in western Saudi Arabia - particularly in the volcanic regions and 

areas of recently increased seismic activities - and limited coverage throughout the 

eastern provinces. Over 300 teleseismic events, with epicentral distances between 30° 

and 90° and mb > 5.5 within a four-year period of 2012 - 2015, are selected to calculate 

P-wave receiver functions (PRFs) (Fig 4.3a). Most of the earthquakes have back-

azimuths between 25° and 125° and epicentral distances between 60° and 90° (i.e., ray-

parameters between 0.04 and 0.06 s/km), mainly originating at the subduction zones of 

the western Pacific and Eurasian Plates. Following Wilson et al. (2006), a subset of ~170 

teleseismic events with epicentral distances in the 60° - 85° range and mb > 5.7 within the 

same time window, are utilized to compute S-wave receiver functions (SRFs) (Fig 

4.3b).     
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Figure 4.2 Distribution of the SNSN-stations used in this study, with sub-arrays in the 

regions of Cenozoic volcanism. The 1-D shear-velocity models from PRFs and Rayleigh-

wave group-velocities were derived for all 156 stations (green and blue inverted 

triangles), while the refined 1-D S-velocity models using PRFs, SRFs, and Rayleigh-

wave group-velocities were obtained at 133 stations (green inverted triangles). 
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Figure 4.3 (a) Global distribution of earthquakes (red stars) used to derive P-wave 

receiver functions. (b) Global distribution of earthquakes (red stars) for computing S-

wave receiver functions. 
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4.2.1 P-Wave Receiver Functions 

Teleseismic P-waveforms carry information about the earthquake source, the Earth 

structure near the source and near the receiver, as well as the mantle path in between. P-

wave receiver functions (PRFs) are constructed through deconvolution of the vertical 

component from the horizontal components, which effectively removes the effects of the 

source and the path and isolates the response of the near-receiver structure (Langston, 

1979). The resulting deconvolved traces consist of P-to-S conversions from seismic 

discontinuities under the recording station, and the analysis of their amplitudes and 

travel-times can be utilized to infer the velocity structure local to the station (e.g., Owens 

et al., 1984; Ammon et al., 1990). In this study, PRFs are calculated for each of the 

SNSN-stations through the iterative time-domain deconvolution method of Ligorría and 

Ammon (1999), with 500 iterations. Two overlapping frequency bands (Gaussian widths 

of a = 2.5 and 1.0) are considered, as they help discriminate sharp velocity 

discontinuities from gradational velocity transitions (Julià, 2007).  

Prior to the deconvolution, the waveforms are windowed 10 s before and 110 s after the 

teleseismic P-wave arrival, demeaned, detrended, tapered with a 5% cosine window, 

band-pass filtered between 0.05 and 8 Hz (to prevent long-period noise and/or aliasing), 

and decimated to 10 samples per second. The filtered horizontal component waveforms 

are then rotated into the great-circle path to obtain the radial and transverse component 

seismograms. Then, the vertical component seismogram is deconvolved from the radial 

and transverse components to compute the radial and transverse PRFs, respectively. The 

transverse receiver function is not used during analysis, but it helps assess the presence of 
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lateral heterogeneities and/or anisotropy under the station (Savage, 1998). An automatic 

quality control followed by a visual examination is applied to the deconvolved 

waveforms to select high-quality PRFs for further analysis. Unsuccessful deconvolution 

traces, noisy waveforms, and outliers are carefully discarded from the dataset. Figure 4.4 

shows radial PRF averages for a few stations at two overlapping Gaussian widths. Note 

that the Ps conversions and reverberations due to Moho discontinuity are clearly 

displayed in the PRFs for most of the sites. 
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Figure 4.4 Radial PRF averages at two Gaussian widths of 1.0 and 2.5 for selected 

stations. Black time series display the average PRFs, while gray-shaded swaths indicate 

the PRF confidence bounds. The number of PRFs used for each stack, the average event 

back-azimuth (with variation, in °), and the average ray-parameter (with variation, in 

s/km) are shown in each panel. The red, blue and green arrows provide visual guidance to 

identify the Ps conversion, the first multiple (PpPs) and the second multiple (PpSs + 

PsPs) caused by Moho discontinuity. 
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4.2.2 S-Wave Receiver Functions 

S-wave receiver functions (SRFs) contain the S-to-P conversions (Sp) upon refraction of 

an incoming teleseismic S-wavefront at seismic discontinuities below the recording 

station. At a given station, Sp conversions and multiple reverberations arrive before and 

after the direct S-wave, respectively; multiples are therefore, naturally separated and can 

be easily removed from the final SRFs (e.g., Hansen et al., 2007). Unlike PRFs, in which 

the Ps conversion at the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary (LAB) is often masked by 

crustal reverberations, the LAB-converted Sp is generally observed with clarity at SRFs, 

providing a robust constraint on lithospheric thickness (Hansen et al., 2007).  

To calculate SRFs, we window the three-component S-waveforms 110 s prior to the 

teleseismic S-wave arrival and 10 s after, remove the mean, detrend, taper the waveforms 

with a cosine taper function of 5% width, and band-pass filter the seismograms between 

0.05 and 8 Hz to prevent low-frequency noise and/or aliasing. We then down-sample the 

seismograms to 10 samples per second. The filtered waveforms are first rotated into the 

great-circle path (Z-R-T) to obtain the vertical, radial and transverse component 

seismograms, to then be rotated again into the SH-SV-P coordinate system. Following 

Sodoudi et al. (2005), the angle for the second rotation is determined empirically through 

minimization of the S-wave energy in the SRF. The vertical and radial component 

seismograms are rotated through a set of trial incident angles to obtain a series of quasi-

SV and quasi-P traces. Subsequently, each quasi-SV component is deconvolved from the 

corresponding quasi-P component through the iterative time-domain method of Ligorría 

and Ammon (1999), with 500 iterations, producing a deconvolved waveform. The angle 
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minimizing the direct S-wave energy on the SRF is then considered the optimal incident 

angle for rotation into the SH-SV-P system. In our work, the SRFs are computed with a 

Gaussian width of a = 1.0. 

The same automatic quality control used for PRFs is applied to SRFs, excluding those 

SRFs that do not recover at least 85% of the original P-component waveforms when 

convolved back with the corresponding SV-component traces. Because SRFs tend to be 

noisier than PRFs, it is difficult to select SRFs by visual inspection in terms of coherency 

with the corresponding Sp conversions. Therefore, we apply a correlation coefficient 

matrix method (Tkalčić et al., 2011) for the SRFs at each station to identify and remove 

outliers. Let N represent the total number of SRFs for a given station. The correlation 

coefficients between all possible SRF pairs at a given station are computed by 

constructing a symmetric correlation coefficient matrix of size N × N. The diagonal 

elements represent the autocorrelation coefficients (i.e., the comparison of SRFs to 

themselves), and are hence of unit value, while the off-diagonal elements have values 

between -1 and 1, indicating the similarity between any two given traces. Based on the 

correlation matrix, we keep only the SRFs satisfying the following criterion: the 

correlation coefficients with at least a percentage η of all other SRFs must be larger than 

a threshold value ε. The threshold value ε and the percentage η are determined by trial 

and error. Keeping in mind that the higher the threshold and percentage values, the fewer 

the SRF waveforms will be declared acceptable for further study. Here, we choose a 

threshold ε = 0.2 and a percentage η = 40%.  
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Figure 4.5 displays SRF averages for a number of selected stations in Saudi Arabia. All 

SRFs display clear Moho Sp conversions at 4 - 5 s lag time, and a few waveforms also 

show identifiable Sp conversions at the LAB. Generally, the percentage of the acceptable, 

high-quality SRFs is comparable to that for PRFs; nevertheless, we obtain fewer SRFs in 

total, primarily due to fewer teleseismic events that occurred in the (more restricted) 

distance range for computing SRFs.          
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Figure 4.5 SRF averages with a Gaussian width of 1.0 at selected stations. Black lines 

display the SRF averages, gray-shaded swaths mark the confidence bounds. The number 

of SRFs used for each stack, the average event back-azimuth (with variation, in °), and 

the average ray-parameter (with variation, in s/km) are shown in each panel. The red and 

blue arrows provide visual guidance to identify the Sp conversions triggered at the Moho 

and Lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary (LAB). Notice the changed horizontal scale 

compared to Fig 4.4, and the broader but lower amplitude of the SRFs. 
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4.2.3 Rayleigh-Wave Group-Velocities 

Fundamental-mode Rayleigh-wave group-velocities (8 - 40 s period) are taken from an 

independent tomographic study for the study region (Tang et al., 2018), in which we 

measure high-quality Rayleigh-wave group-velocities along more than 3,000 Rayleigh-

wave paths from regional earthquakes. Using the measured group-velocities across the 

Arabian Plate and its adjacent regions, Rayleigh-wave group-velocities are 

tomographically mapped on a 2-D rectangular grid with node spacing 0.8° in both 

latitude and longitude and average resolution of roughly 2.5° × 2.5°. In addition, 

Rayleigh-wave group-velocities at periods of 25 - 133 s are extracted from Ma and 

Masters (2014) and combined with those from Tang et al. (2018) to better constrain 

larger depth ranges (i.e., lithospheric and sub-lithospheric mantle). Ma and Masters 

(2014) apply a cluster-analysis technique to obtain millions of high-quality fundamental-

mode Rayleigh- and Love-wave group-velocity measurements at periods between 25 and 

133 s, and image lateral variations of group-velocity globally. Their best spatial 

resolution is ~5° according to checkerboard tests, although their tomographic results are 

reported with a block size of 1° by 1°. Both sets of Rayleigh-wave group-velocity 

measurements overlap at periods of between 25 and 40 s. Measurements within this 

period range are averaged to develop the dispersion curves to be utilized during the joint 

inversion with PRFs and SRFs at each station. 

4.3 Joint Inversion 

Combining PRFs and surface-wave dispersion data into a joint inversion scheme reduces 

the non-uniqueness of the inversion and helps to resolve fine velocity variations with 
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depth within crustal and upper-mantle levels (Julià et al., 2000). In a previous study, Tang 

et al. (2016) measure shear-velocity variations at crustal and uppermost mantle levels 

below 56 seismic stations in Saudi Arabia, by jointly inverting PRFs and Rayleigh-wave 

group-velocities. However, resolving fine velocity variations at lithospheric and sub-

lithospheric depths using PRFs and surface-wave dispersion data is challenging, because 

crustal reverberations in PRFs often mask the Ps conversions from deeper discontinuities 

such as the LAB (e.g., Kumar et al., 2005). Sp conversions in SRFs are never 

contaminated by crustal reverberations (e.g., Farra and Vinnik, 2000) and provide better 

constraints on the depth and contrast across the LAB (e.g., Hansen, et al., 2007). Thus, 

the joint inversion of all three datasets (PRFs, SRFs, and surface-wave dispersion) allows 

for detailed imaging of the lithospheric and sub-lithospheric shear-velocity structure 

under Saudi Arabia.  

The joint inversion scheme follows the same approach of Julià et al. (2000; 2003), with 

the only difference that the receiver function dataset includes now both PRF and SRF 

waveforms. The system of equations is expressed in matrix form as                                                                                                                     

                

𝑝𝑫1{
1 − 𝑝 𝑫@|

𝜎∆
𝑾

𝒎 =

𝑝𝒓1{
1 − 𝑝 𝒓@|

0
0

+

𝑝𝑫1{
1 − 𝑝 𝑫@|

0
0

𝒎G +

0
0
0
𝑾

𝒎H              (4-1)                                

In Eq. 4-1, the matrices 𝑫1{and 𝑫@|represent the partial derivatives corresponding to the 

dispersion and receiver function data, while the vectors 𝒓1{  and 𝒓@|  are the residual 

dispersion and residual receiver function data, respectively. The factor that controls the 

balance between matching the dispersion measurements and matching the receiver 
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functions is the influence parameter p (0 ≤ p ≤ 1). We choose p = 0.5 to give equal weight 

to each dataset. 𝒎G is a starting model. The third row in Eq. 4-1 introduces smoothing 

constraints in the inverted velocity model 𝒎 . The smoothness factor 𝜎  controls the 

tradeoff between matching the observations and smoothing the inverted model and is 

determined by trial and error. We found that a factor of 𝜎 = 0.2 provides a good balance 

for the dataset utilized in our study. The smoothness constraints are implemented through 

a matrix Δ that builds the second differences between neighboring layers. The last row 

optionally fixes the shear-velocities of given model layers to certain values defined in 

vector 𝒎H, which are enforced through the set of weights defined in the diagonal matrix 

𝑾. Both the partial derivative matrices and the residual vectors are normalized by the 

number of data points and physical units to equalize their relative contributions to the 

combined objective function (Julià et al., 2000). 

We utilize the same starting model as Tang et al. (2016), consisting of a stack of thin 

layers with fixed thickness and uniform velocity making a 40-km-thick crust with a 

gradually increasing shear-velocity (from 3.4 to 4.0 km/s) and an upper-mantle base of 

the flattened PREM (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981) down to ~270 km depth. The 

model layers are 2.5 km thick at 0 - 60 km depths, 5 km thick at 60 - 150 km depths, and 

10 km thick at larger depths. P-wave velocities are estimated from an a priori Vp/Vs ratio 

for each layer. The corresponding density for each layer is computed from the P-velocity 

through the empirical relationship of Berteussen (1977). 

Following the procedure by Tang et al. (2016), we bin PRFs according to back-azimuth 

and ray-parameter, and then average them within each bin at two overlapping frequency 
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bands (Gaussian widths of a = 2.5 and 1.0) for a given station. The maximum 

perturbations in back-azimuth and ray-parameter within each bin are set to be less than 

10° and 0.01 s/km, respectively. SRF waveforms are also grouped according to ray-

parameter within the tolerance of 0.01 s/km and averaged within each group to improve 

the signal-to-noise ratio. Only one group of SRFs is usually obtained for each station 

because the number of available SRFs per station is generally smaller. At least three 

receiver function waveforms are required within each group to compute an average. We 

then perform the joint inversion in two steps: First, we only utilize the PRFs (i.e., all PRF 

averages) and the Rayleigh-wave group-velocities to obtain a shear-wave velocity-depth 

profile for each station. Subsequently, we conduct a refined joint inversion using the 

PRFs, SRFs, and Rayleigh-wave group-velocities (with the same starting model 

described above) to obtain improved 1-D S-velocity model at each station. We find that 

six iterations are sufficient to achieve convergence.           

We follow the same procedure described in Tang et al. (2016) to estimate the 

uncertainties for the inverted S-velocity models. Because we usually obtain several PRF 

averages (according to back-azimuth and ray-parameter) at a given station, we 

individually conduct joint inversion using a single PRF average and the Rayleigh-wave 

dispersion curve (and the SRF average) to achieve a single-group joint inversion model. 

Thus, several single-group joint inversion models (their number is equal to the number of 

PRF groups) are obtained for each station. We then compute the standard deviations of 

the single-group models to develop approximate uncertainties (i.e., confidence bounds) of 

each 1-D model.     
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Figure 4.6 illustrates the joint inversion using PRFs, SRFs, and surface-wave dispersion 

data for station DRBS (Lat. 17.83°, Long. 42.30°), located in southwestern Saudi Arabia 

(Fig 4.2). For this station, a total of six PRF averages are obtained with average back-

azimuths between 50° and 100° and average ray-parameters between 0.044 and 0.070 

s/km. One group of SRFs with the average ray-parameter of 0.091 s/km is obtained. As 

explained before, we develop both the 1-D S-velocity model inverted from PRFs and 

Rayleigh-wave group-velocities and the refined 1-D inverted model from PRFs, SRFs, 

and Rayleigh-wave group-velocities. Both models show a ~35 - 37.5 km thick crust with 

a middle crust (~3.7 – 3.8 km/s S-velocities) between ~10 and 27.5 km as well as a mafic 

lower crust (~3.9 – 4.2 km/s S-velocities) between ~27.5 and 35 km. Yet, below the 

Moho, the inversion without SRFs cannot resolve the lithosphere-asthenosphere 

boundary (LAB), while the joint inversion with SRFs reveals a well-defined upper-

mantle lid and a clear discontinuity (which we interpret as the LAB) with an S-velocity 

decrease at ~60 km depth.  

Another example for the joint inversion is shown for station RHT09 (Lat. 24.78°, Long. 

39.91°, situated in Harrat Rahat) in Figure 4.7. Both models (with and without SRFs) are 

consistent at crustal and lithospheric mantle levels; at sub-lithospheric levels between 110 

and 170 km, however, both models differ. Extraordinary low S-velocities (< 4.0 km/s) are 

observed at ~110 – 170 km depths when no SRFs are included, which becomes less 

pronounced when SRFs are included. These two examples (Fig 4.6, 4.7) demonstrate the 

importance of including SRFs to improve imaging of the lithospheric and sub-

lithospheric mantle. 
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Figure 4.6 Joint inversion of PRFs, SRFs, and Rayleigh-wave group-velocities at station 

DRBS (located in the Asir region, Fig 4.2). In the panels a) and b), the observed and 

predicted PRFs (SRFs) are displayed in black and red, respectively; observed and 

predicted Rayleigh-wave group-velocities (period range 8 to 133 s) are indicated by black 

triangles and red lines in panel c). The 1-D inverted shear-velocity model (red, with gray-

shaded confidence bounds) from PRFs, SRFs and Rayleigh-wave group-velocities, the 

inverted model (blue) from PRFs and Rayleigh-wave group-velocities, as well as the 

starting model (black) are shown in the panel d). Note the difference in shear-wave 

velocity at lithospheric mantle levels between the red (with SRFs) and blue (without 

SRFs) models. 
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Figure 4.7 Same as Fig 4.6 for station RHT09 (located in Harrat Rahat, Fig 4.2). Note the 

difference in S-wave speed at sub-lithospheric depths (~110 – 170 km) between the red 

(with SRFs) and blue (without SRFs) models. 
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4.4 Crustal and Upper-Mantle Structure of Saudi Arabia 

We have obtained joint-inversion models from PRFs and Rayleigh-wave group-velocities 

at 156 SNSN-stations, and from PRFs, SRFs, and Rayleigh-wave group-velocities at 133 

stations (Fig 4.2). Using the irregularly spaced distribution of 1-D models, we construct a 

3-D shear-wave velocity model through bilinear interpolation across each layer. Our 3-D 

model for Saudi Arabia is presented in terms of percentage change in S-wave speed in 

Figures 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10; horizontal slices of absolute shear-velocities are included in 

Figures 4.11-4.15. 

Figure 4.8 illustrates horizontal maps of shear-velocity anomalies at crustal depth ranges. 

At 0 - 5 km depths (Fig 4.8a, b), the shear-velocity patterns are dominated by the 

existence or absence of sediments. The low velocity features correlate well with the 

sedimentary cover of the Arabian Platform to the east and north. The border between the 

low velocities in the east and the high velocities in the west matches perfectly with the 

boundary between the Arabian Shield and Platform (Fig 4.8a). At 5 - 10 km depths (Fig 

4.8c, d), the velocity anomaly maps reveal low shear-velocities in the eastern margin of 

the Arabian Platform, demonstrating the presence of very thick sediments (up to ~10 km) 

(Stoeser and Camp, 1985). 

Interestingly, several low shear-wave velocity anomalies (Fig 4.8e-i) at crustal levels 

(~10 - 22.5 km depths) can be observed below the Cenozoic lava fields in the Arabian 

Shield. Zooming into the volcanic regions, six horizontal slices (in percentage change) 

and three vertical sections (in absolute shear-velocity) (Fig 4.9) illustrate the complex 3-

D patterns that characterize the anomalously slow S-velocities. Profile AA’ runs in a 
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west-east direction along the latitude of 25°; profile BB’ is along the longitude of 39.5° in 

a south-north orientation; and profile CC’ runs along a SE-NW direction, parallel to the 

Red Sea. Our maps of S-velocity reveal crustal velocity reductions roughly located below 

Harrat Khaybar, northern Harrat Rahat, Harrat Uwayrid, and Harrat Lunayyir. A possible 

low velocity feature in the upper-crust beneath the Harrat Nawasif and Harrat Hadan is 

also inferred, but its presence is not well constrained due to sparse station coverage in this 

area. Although broader zones of crustal low S-wave speed are already found in our 

previous Rayleigh-wave tomography (Tang et al., 2018), this new 3-D joint inversion 

model reveals more details.  

Moreover, below ~10 km (Fig 4.8d, e), the eastern margin of the southern Red Sea shows 

higher S-velocities (i.e., velocities at lower crust and even Moho interface), which 

suggest the presence of oceanic crust underneath the southern Red Sea. Previous 

geophysical studies (Al-Damegh et al., 2005; Hansen et al., 2007) find a ~12-14 km thick 

crust below Farasan Island in the southern Red Sea, in agreement with our study. At 27.5 

- 30 km depths (Fig 4.8l), the western edge of the Arabian Plate displays faster shear-

velocities corresponding to the lower crust and even Moho, while both the Arabian 

Platform and the eastern Arabian Shield show lower velocities (i.e., crustal velocities). As 

depth increases (~30 - 42.5 km, Fig 4.8m-q), the high S-velocity areas enlarge eastward 

and northward. This feature reflects a relatively thin crust (~35 - 37.5 km) beneath the 

western Arabia as well as a thicker crust (> 40 km) underneath the southern Arabian 

Shield and the eastern Arabian Platform. It also indicates that the Arabian margin of the 

Red Sea has a thinner crust of ~25 - 32.5 km thick (Al-Damegh et al., 2005; Tkalčić et 

al., 2006; Tang et al., 2016). Additionally, at 30 – 35 km depths (lower crustal levels, Fig 
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4.8m, n), the larger velocities in the Arabian Shield imply a mafic lower crust, while the 

slower velocities of the Arabian Platform reflect a felsic composition (Christensen and 

Mooney, 1995; Rodgers et al., 1999). Below ~42.5 km (Fig 4.8r-t), the shear-wave 

velocities across entire Saudi Arabia are larger than 4.3 km/s, except for several isolated 

points, indicating that over most of the study area upper-mantle shear-velocities are 

reached. 

Figure 4.10 shows horizontal slices of S-velocities in terms of percent perturbations for 

upper-mantle depth ranges. At 55 - 65 km depths (Fig 4.10a, b), no low S-velocity zone 

under the volcanic fields is found, whereas the eastern edge of the southern Red Sea 

exhibits slow velocities that imply a locally thin lithosphere (≤ 55 km). At 70 - 75 km 

depths (Fig 4.10c), low shear-wave velocities appear first beneath the western Arabian 

Shield and even Jordan. As depth increases (80 - 150 km, Fig 4.10d-j), a continuous low 

velocity zone (LVZ) is visible below the southern Red Sea, the Arabian Shield, as well as 

Jordan. At 160 - 190 depths (Fig 4.10k, l), the LVZ still persists but becomes more 

segmented. Additionally, the maps of absolute S-velocity (Fig 4.15) reveal a minimum 

velocity of ~4.0 - 4.1 km/s in the LVZ, representing a ~8 - 10% maximum decrease with 

respect to the reference velocities (i.e., 4.40 - 4.47 km/s). Previous studies (e.g., Chang 

and Van der Lee, 2011; Yao et al., 2017) have reported a narrow upper-mantle LVZ with 

shear-velocities as low as 4.0 - 4.2 km/s, which have been proposed to represent a 

northward channeling of plume material from the Afar hotspot into the Arabian Shield. 

Our 3-D model corroborates the previous findings, and provides much improved spatial 

resolution on the structure of the LVZ.  
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Furthermore, our velocity model reveals a thin lithosphere of only 70 - 90 km underneath 

the Arabian Shield, compared to a thicker lithosphere under the Arabian Platform (Fig 

4.10c-f). Hansen et al. (2007) have reported LAB depths of 60 - 120 km for a few stations 

in the Arabian Shield. The upper-mantle S-velocity model of Yao et al. (2017) exhibits a 

60 - 90 km thick lithosphere under the Arabian Shield, in overall agreement with our 

refined S-velocity model. 

Finally, we also estimate the confidence bounds for each 1-D model below the seismic 

stations. Horizontal slices of S-velocity uncertainties are built through bilinear 

interpolation. Figure 4.17 illustrates the maps of shear-velocity uncertainties derived from 

the joint inversion of PRFs, SRFs, and Rayleigh-wave group-velocities for a few layers, 

while uncertainties for the joint inversion of PRFs and Rayleigh-wave dispersion curve 

(without SRFs) are displayed in Figure 4.16 for comparison. We observe that 

uncertainties at upper-mantle depths from the joint inversion of PRFs and dispersion data 

are larger than those at crustal levels for most of the study area (Fig 4.16). It is notable 

that adding SRFs helps to reduce uncertainties of S-velocities, particularly for upper-

mantle depths (Fig 4.17c-f). The uncertainties from the joint inversion of PRFs, SRFs, 

and dispersion curve are usually less than 200 m/s (Fig 4.17), and no more than 100 m/s 

at sub-lithospheric mantle levels for most of the study region (Fig 4.17d-f). 
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Figure 4.8 Horizontal slices of shear-wave velocity anomalies (in %) over the depth range 

0 - 50 km, encompassing upper and lower crust and the top-most mantle of Saudi Arabia. 
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Reference velocity values and corresponding depths are indicated in the bottom-left 

corner of each plot. Dark-gray lines outline the regions of Cenozoic volcanism. Dashed 

black line marks the boundary between the Arabian Shield and Arabian Platform. 
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Figure 4.9 Zoomed views of shear-velocity anomalies at crustal depths (7.5 - 22.5 km) 

below the Cenozoic volcanic fields. Vertical transects A-A’, B-B’, and C-C’ depict 

absolute S-velocities over the depth range 0 - 100 km. 
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Figure 4.10 Horizontal slices of S-velocities, shown as percentage change of S-wave 

speed, for various layers at upper-mantle levels. Reference velocities and depth intervals 

are given in the bottom-left corner of each panel. 

 

Figure 4.11 Horizontal slices of absolute shear-wave velocities (in km/s) over the depth 

range 10 - 25 km. Corresponding depths are shown in the bottom-left corner of each plot. 

Dark-gray lines outline the regions of Cenozoic volcanism. Dashed black line marks the 

boundary between the Arabian Shield and Arabian Platform. 
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Figure 4.12 Horizontal slices of absolute shear-wave velocities (in km/s) over the depth 

range 25 - 35 km. 
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Figure 4.13 Horizontal slices of absolute shear-velocities over the depth range 35 - 50 

km. 
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Figure 4.14 Zoomed views of absolute S-velocities at crustal depths (7.5 - 22.5 km) under 

the Cenozoic volcanism areas. 
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Figure 4.15 Horizontal slices of absolute S-wave velocities for various layers at upper-

mantle levels. 
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Figure 4.17 Maps of shear-velocity uncertainties derived from joint inversion of PRFs, 

SRFs, and Rayleigh-wave group-velocities. Corresponding depth intervals are indicated 

in each panel. 
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4.5 Discussion and Implications 

The most fascinating characteristics in our 3-D model are the multi-scale low shear-

velocity anomalies that extend from upper mantle up to crustal levels underneath the 

Arabian Shield. In the following, we first compare our results with previous studies, and 

then discuss possible mechanisms that may be responsible for the observed shear-velocity 

reductions at different depth levels.  

4.5.1 Comparison with previous studies 

We first compare the S-wave velocity structures of our study with the imaging results 

from previous seismic studies in the Arabian Peninsula and neighboring areas. Compared 

to the model by Tang et al. (2018), in which we constructed a 3-D shear-velocity model 

with Rayleigh-wave group-velocity dispersion data only, we have achieved considerable 

improvement in data constraints and resolution. Many detailed changes in S-velocity (e.g., 

the lateral variations of the LAB depths under the Arabian Shield, Fig 4.9, 4.15) are 

imaged by our joint inversion. Using PRFs and SRFs jointly enhances the sensitivity for 

small shear-velocity variations and velocity discontinuities, and reduces the dependence 

on the starting model, and thus provides a much more reliable S-velocity model. 

Chang and Van der Lee (2011) find an upper-mantle slow S-velocity anomaly, estimated 

to be ~500 km wide, stretching from the Afar region through the southern Red Sea and 

into western Arabia. Our joint inversion results are consistent with Chang and Van der 

Lee (2011) within western Arabia but reveal more detailed features of the LVZ. 

Interestingly, both Chang and Van der Lee (2011) and our model show that the shape of 

the LVZ in western Arabia extends approximately northwestward and then turns right at 
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the northwest corner (i.e., near Jordan and Gulf of Aqaba) to roughly northeastern 

direction at shallower layers (i.e., above ~125 km, Fig 4.10c-h), while the LVZ directly 

northward expands to northern Arabia below ~130 km (Fig 4.10i, j).    

Moreover, Yao et al. (2017) develop an upper-mantle shear-wave speed model for the 

Arabian Shield and confirm the presence of the LVZ. In their model, remarkable low S-

velocities (minimum velocities) of ~4.0 – 4.1 km/s start to appear at ~65 – 85 km depths 

and exist continuously until ~145 km depth, whereas our inverted model indicates a 

gradational decrease in S-velocity from shallow to deep layers that reach minimum 

speeds of ~4.0 km/s at ~110 - 135 km. This difference is possibly caused by the chosen 

layer thickness in the inversion. We apply a layer thickness of 5 – 10 km (relatively thin) 

for the upper-mantle levels, thus, allowing a gradual successive change, while Yao et al. 

(2017) use 20 km thick layers. Additionally, it is notable that the minimum S-velocities 

of ~4.0 – 4.1 km/s are mostly concentrated over the harrats in our model (Fig 4.15). In 

the southern Arabian Shield (i.e., Asir region near Yemen, below ~20 ° in Lat., no large 

lava field in this region) (Fig 4.15d-h), we also find relatively slow velocities compared 

with eastern Arabia, but cannot confirm the striking low shear-velocities inferred by both 

Chang and Van der Lee (2011) and Yao et al. (2017).   

4.5.2 Upper-mantle low velocity zone below western Arabia 

In agreement with previous studies (e.g., Chang and Van der Lee., 2011; Yao et al., 2017), 

our inversion confirms the presence of a pronounced upper-mantle LVZ below the east 

edge of the southern Red Sea, the Arabian Shield and Jordan. Plank and Forsyth (2016) 

point out that shear-wave speeds below 4.25 km/s are indicative of the existence of 
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partial melt in the upper mantle, particularly, under volcanically active fields. Thus, the 

imaged LVZ strongly suggests the presence of partial melt in the upper mantle 

underneath western Arabia.  

Duncan and Al-Amri (2013) show that the parental magmas beneath Harrat Lunayyir are 

formed by ~2 - 10% partial melting of upper-mantle at larger than 60 km depths. Konrad 

et al. (2016) report a magma origin from metasomatic melt derived by roughly 5% partial 

melting of mantle around the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary (LAB) underneath 

Harrat Hutaymah. Additionally, Duncan et al. (2016) indicate the degree of partial 

melting is ~1 - 7% (at ³ 80 km depths) under Harrat Hutaymah, and ~11 – 15% (³ 50 km) 

below Harrat Rahat. Our seismic model infers ~2 – 7% (at ³ 65 km depths), ~1 – 5% (³ 

100 km), and ~2 – 10% (³ 70 km) reductions in shear-wave speed underneath Harrat 

Lunayyir, Hutaymah and Rahat. Numerical models that reflect the influence of partial 

melt on media properties (i.e., shear and bulk modulus) depending on the geometry of 

melt are derived by Schmeling (1985). Moreover, Hacker et al. (2014) obtain the relation 

between seismic velocity decrease and the degree of partial melt by applying the model 

of Schmeling (1985) and supposing crustal minerals and physical properties (e.g., 

density). Following the relation by Hacker et al. (2014), we find roughly 2 – 8%, 1 - 6%, 

and 9 – 15% partial melts underneath Harrat Lunayyir, Hutaymah and Rahat; these 

estimates compare well to previous geochemical studies (Note that the percentage of 

partial melt in the upper mantle is slightly underestimated by applying the relation of 

Hacker et al. (2014) which is derived for crustal media). Accordingly, the parental 
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magmas feeding the Cenozoic volcanism in western Arabia are from the partial melts 

forming the upper-mantle LVZ in our model. 

However, several important questions are still unresolved. What is the origin of the 

partial melt in the upper mantle beneath western Arabia, in other words, which factors 

trigger the partial melt? Is there a local mantle plume that keeps providing fresh magmas 

to the Cenozoic volcanism? Is melt transported from the Afar hotspot through the upper-

mantle LVZ? Is it the local Arabian lithospheric and/or sub-lithospheric mantle melt 

caused by the lithospheric extension related to the Red Sea rift? Recent geophysical 

investigations (Kaviani et al., 2018; Mai et al., 2018) on the 410 km and 660 km 

discontinuities, as well as the thickness of the mantle transition zone (MTZ) rule out the 

possibility of the existence of a local mantle plume below the Arabian Plate. In western 

Arabia, Kaviani et al. (2018) discover a thin MTZ with well-defined downward 

deflection of the 410 km interface, but almost no deflection of the 660 km discontinuity. 

Thus, the thin MTZ is due to the upper-mantle LVZ (i.e., hot mantle material) on top of 

the 410 km interface. No strong lower-mantle upwelling is inferred underneath the 

Arabian Shield (Kaviani et al., 2018; Mai et al., 2018). In eastern Arabia, Kaviani et al. 

(2018) displays a slightly thickened MTZ, consistent with our findings that this region 

shows no low velocity zone. 

Previous studies (e.g., Chang et al., 2011; Yao et al., 2017) propose a northward flow of 

mantle plume material through the upper-mantle low-velocity channel (i.e., the LVZ) 

from the Afar hotspot to the Arabian Shield, according to the seismic imaging of the LVZ 

and the approximately south-north orientation of the fast axis from shear-wave splitting 
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measurements (Gashawbeza et al., 2004; Hansen et al., 2006; Elsheikh et al., 2014). The 

fast polarization direction of shear-wave splitting measurements tends to be consistent 

with the direction of lateral mantle flow (Silver, 1996). Thus, the laterally-migrated 

plume material may constitute the main source that feeds the western Arabian 

magmatism and volcanism (Chang et al., 2011). Interestingly, age compilations of 

Cenozoic volcanic rocks with tectonic events manifests a northward propagation of the 

volcanism (Krienitz et al., 2009). Also, the spread of volcanic centers within northern 

Harrat Rahat demonstrates the distribution of the older basaltic vents in the south to 

younger northward (Downs et al., 2018). These evidences appear to support the model of 

lateral mantle flow. Furthermore, some studies (e.g., Krienitz et al., 2007; Duncan et al., 

2016) highlight that the harrat magmas are from partial melting of “incompatible element 

enriched” mantle, rather than from “depleted” mantle. “Enriched” represents fresh 

undifferentiated mantle material that is produced from mantle plume. However, a few 

geochemical observations (e.g., Bertrand et al., 2003) disagree with this conjecture, and 

instead suggest that the magmas related to the volcanism in Saudi Arabia, Jordan, and 

Syria do not originate from the Afar plume, but rather from the Arabian lithospheric 

mantle. Additionally, Shaw et al. (2007) indicate that the magma composition in Jordan 

reflects binary mixing of the local lithospheric and asthenospheric melts. Konrad et al. 

(2016) also rule out the involvement of the Afar plume as a magma source for the harrats 

in Saudi Arabia, although they notice one exception – Harrat Rahat (on the southern tip 

of MMN line) showing a “weak but detectable plume signal”. Moreover, the traveled 

distance (~ 600 km, assuming a mantle flow speed of ~ 20 mm/yr, similar to the mantle 
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convection speed near the crust) for Afar plume material since the starting of the Red Sea 

rift (i.e., ~ 30 Ma) is inadequate to cover the entire western Arabia (Tang et al., 2018). 

Some studies (e.g., Shaw et al., 2007; Moufti et al., 2012; 2013), focusing on Harrat Ash 

Shaam and northern Harrat Rahat (in northern and central Arabian Shield), attribute the 

local produced magmas to lithospheric extension triggered by the Red Sea rift. Yet, 

Baker et al. (1997) point out that the magmas in western Yemen (southwestern Arabia) 

contain Afar plume components and are the result of melting mantle metasomatized and 

enriched by the Afar plume. Considering the large spatial extend of the lava fields from 

south to north in western Arabia, the distinction in lava composition at different harrats, 

as well as the asymmetry of the uplift, volcanism and seismic structure across the Red 

Sea, we propose that the magmas for the Cenozoic volcanism are not derived by only one 

mechanism or source. Rather, they are a result of multiple effects. In the south (western 

Yemen and perhaps southwestern Saudi Arabia), both lithospheric rifting and the Afar 

plume contribute to the production of magmas (Fig 4.18). In the central and northern 

portions of western Arabia, decompression partial melting triggered by lithospheric 

thinning along with the Red Sea rift plays a major role (Fig 4.18). The “enriched” mantle 

of western Arabia, particularly in the central and northern parts, may be produced by 

ancient Pan-African plume activity (Stein, 2003) and/or interaction with the Afar plume 

at early stages of lithospheric extension (prior to ~12 Ma) (Konrad et al., 2016), but it is 

not produced by the present Afar plume. 

The northward mantle flow from the Afar proposed by previous geophysical surveys (e.g., 

Chang et al., 2011; Yao et al., 2017) is likely to exist in the upper mantle. We propose the 
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northward migration of plume material may drive (or push) the local mantle melts in 

western Arabia to move northward; this also provides a stress/pressure field for magma 

ascent (resulting in continental lithosphere erosion and volcanic/magmatic activities) (Fig 

4.18). The mechanism is analogous to squeezing toothpaste. When we squeeze the tail of 

the toothpaste, the toothpaste stored at the head of the tube will come out first. Thus, the 

toothpaste at the head is equivalent to the local mantle melts beneath western Arabia, 

while the Afar plume material is analogous to the toothpaste at the tail. Furthermore, if 

we close the cap of the toothpaste and squeeze the tail hard, some weak areas of the tube 

(analogous to lava fields) may fail because of increasing pressure, and some toothpaste 

(local mantle melts) would spill out (volcanic activities) in localized mechanically 

weaker regions. If the failure is near the tail of the toothpaste tube, some amounts of 

toothpaste from the tail (equivalent to entrained Afar plume component) may spill out 

with the local toothpaste (local mantle melts).          

4.5.3 Crustal low velocity anomalies below the Cenozoic volcanism 

Our 3-D model reveals significant reductions (~2 – 4%) in shear-wave speed in the crust 

beneath the Cenozoic volcanic regions (mainly northern Harrat Rahat, Harrat Khaybar, 

Harrat Uwayrid, Harrat Lunayyir) in the Arabian Shield. Koulakov et al. (2015), 

concentrating on Harrat Lunayyir, find several anomalous areas with lower S-velocities, 

higher P-velocities and higher Vp/Vs ratios in the upper crust. Additionally, Abdelwahed 

et al. (2016) report some crustal low P- and/or S-velocity zones underneath the 1256 AD 

eruption center and the 1999 seismic swarm area in northern Harrat Rahat. These local 
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investigations support our observations that crustal velocity anomalies possibly related to 

the volcanism. 

Potential mechanisms responsible for the detected heterogeneities in shear-wave speed 

could be (1) a temperature anomaly, (2) fractures caused by magma ascent, and (3) small 

amounts of partial melt. We now discuss these alternatives.  

To investigate the effect of temperature, we estimate the temperature change from 

observed velocity reductions through a velocity – temperature coefficient of roughly -0.2 

– -0.3 (𝛿𝑉1 𝛿𝑇, in 𝑚 ∙ 𝑠_,℃_,) taken from Kern and Richter (1981). We find that 2 – 4% 

S-wave speed reductions can be explained by 250 - 740 °C temperature increase. 

However, temperature at ~20 km depth is usually within the 200 - 500 °C temperature 

range (Christensen and Mooney, 1995), thus, such a large temperature increase seems 

unrealistic. Moreover, no thermal source that may heat the crust of the Cenozoic 

volcanism areas is detected. Tang et al. (2016) identified no high temperature in the 

upper-mantle lid below the volcanic regions, indicating adiabatic ascent of magmas. Also, 

rapid ascent and eruption of magma is suggested by geochemical analyses (e.g., Duncan 

et al., 2016; Downs et al., 2018), indicating little interaction between hot magmas and the 

crust. Therefore, the involvement of thermal anomaly triggering the crustal S-velocity 

decreases is unlikely.   

Magmas are transported upward through the crust via the development and propagation 

of fractures. Active volcanic and magmatic activities (e.g., 1256 AD eruption near 

Madinah, 1999 seismic swarm in northern Harrat Rahat, 2009 seismic swarm in Harrat 

Lunayyir) during the past in this area are likely to create fractures at crustal levels. 
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Fractures reduce the effective moduli of media, thus, resulting in seismic velocity 

reduction. It is notable that the crustal low shear-velocity zones (underneath northern 

Harrat Rahat, Harrat Khaybar, and Uwayrid) at different levels are, to some extent, 

interconnected (see the cross sections in Fig 4.9). Accordingly, the observed crustal low 

shear-velocity features may reflect the presence of fractures that constitute possible 

pathways of magma ascent (i.e., plumbing system) from the upper mantle to the crust 

underneath the Arabian Shield.  

Although geochemical studies (e.g., Moufti et al., 2012; Duncan and Al-Amri, 2013; 

Duncan et al., 2016; Downs et al., 2018) exclude the presence of long-lived, sizeable 

crustal magma reservoirs and suggest a rapid transport of magmas to prevent stalling and 

solidification within the crust, it is still possible that small amounts of partial melt remain 

in zones of magma ascent. Following the approach on assessing the effect of melt on 

velocity decrease (Hacker et al., 2014), we find that 1 – 4.5% partial melt is sufficient to 

trigger 2 – 4% shear-velocity reductions in the crust. Based on the above discussion, we 

postulate that fractures triggered by magma ascent along with small amounts of partial 

melt may play a major role in causing the crustal shear-wave speed reductions. 

It is notable that not all the observed crustal S-velocity reductions are located directly 

below the lava fields; conversely, not all the harrats (e.g., southern Harrat Rahat) are 

underlain by crustal shear-wave velocity anomalies. Therefore, it is still ambiguous if 

there is causal relation between the observed velocity anomalies and the Cenozoic 

volcanism. Also, we note that high crustal P-wave velocity anomalies in Harrat Lunayyir 

(Hansen et al., 2013; Koulakov et al., 2015), but lower crustal P-velocity features are 
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observed below northern Harrat Rahat (Abdelwahed et al., 2016), while we detect crustal 

S-velocity reductions under both the harrats. Hence, the mechanisms which trigger the 

observed crustal seismic velocity anomalies within different local regions may be 

different, requiring further local high-resolution investigations to fully understand the 

origin of the surface volcanism in western Saudi Arabia.  

4.6 Conclusions 

We have jointly inverted PRFs, SRFs, and fundamental-mode Rayleigh-wave group-

velocities for 156 broadband seismic stations to develop a high-resolution 3-D S-wave 

velocity model of the crust and lithospheric mantle for Saudi Arabia. Our results help to 

understand the magmatic processes in the region, and provide a basis for further detailed 

research, for example, to study the density and thermal structure, or to conduct local 

high-resolution seismic imaging experiments. The following points summarize our main 

findings and interpretations related to the shear-velocity structure beneath Saudi Arabia: 

1) Our 3-D model reveals an upper-mantle LVZ underneath western Arabia, which 

supports the model of northward lateral mantle flow and illustrates the presence of partial 

melts that constitute the main magma source feeding the Cenozoic volcanism in western 

Arabia. 

2) We interpret that the magmas for the Arabian volcanism are due to multiple factors. 

Both the Arabian lithospheric thinning and the Afar plume jointly trigger the production 

of magmas in southwestern Arabia (western Yemen and perhaps southwestern Saudi 

Arabia). Decompression partial melting caused by the lithospheric thinning may be the 

dominant effect in the central and northern parts. 
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3) Our model shows some crustal S-velocity reductions, which are possibly correlated to 

the harrat volcanism, and we conjecture a plumbing system may exist that facilitates 

magma ascent from the upper mantle to the crust. 

4) We interpret that the observed crustal S-wave velocity reductions may be a 

consequence of fractures caused by magma ascent and possible small amounts of partial 

melt that remained in the crust.   
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Figure 4.18 Cartoon cross section from the Afar hotspot to the Arabian Shield, showing a 

schematic representation of the upper-mantle LVZ and the proposed magmatic 

mechanism below western Arabia. 
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Chapter 5 

Concluding Remarks 

I study the crustal and upper-mantle structure of Saudi Arabia using receiver functions 

and surface-wave dispersion curves. In Chapter 2, I report the bulk Vp/Vs ratios and 

crustal thicknesses by performing H-k stacking analysis for PRFs. In addition, I obtain 1-

D shear-velocity models at 56 stations and the temperature pattern of the upper-mantle lid 

in the Arabian shield. In Chapter 3, I construct an initial 3-D shear-velocity model of the 

crust and upper mantle for Saudi Arabia by conducting Rayleigh-wave tomography and 

shear-velocity inversion with surface wave data. In Chapter 4, I preform refined joint 

inversions of PRFs, SRFs, and surface-wave dispersions to achieve a high-resolution 3-D 

shear-velocity model for Saudi Arabia. Our results reflect significant characters in 

velocity structure of the Arabian plate including bulk Vp/Vs ratio anomaly, some low 

velocity anomalies in the crust and upper mantle. Our models greatly improve previous 

models of crustal and mantle structure underneath Saudi Arabia, and help investigating 

the underlying geodynamical processes.  

In particular, high bulk Vp/Vs ratios are detected in Harrat Lunayyir, which may be 

caused by either the existence of partial melts or solidified magma intrusions from old 

magmatic episodes. Slow shear-velocities and large upper-mantle lid temperatures below 

the southern and northern tips of the Arabian shield are observed, when compared with 

the values obtained for the central shield. We speculate that these patterns of mantle lid 

velocity and temperature may be due to heating by thermal conduction from the Afar 

plume (and, possibly, the Jordan plume). However, we do not observe anomalously high 
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temperatures of the upper-mantle lid below the Cenozoic volcanic fields. That suggests, 

the magmas from deep layers rather ascend adiabatically and relatively quickly through 

the thin lithosphere below the Arabian shield, instead of having long residence times in 

the crust. 

Reductions in crustal shear-velocity are observed on the order of a few percent (~2 - 4%) 

beneath the Cenozoic volcanism in the Arabian shield. Possible mechanisms that could 

be responsible for the observed S-velocity reductions include (1) thermal anomaly, (2) 

fractures triggered by magma ascent, and (3) small amounts of partial melt. The 

possibility of a thermal anomaly causing the low S-velocity anomalies has been ruled out. 

Fractures caused by active volcanic and/or magmatic activities reduce the effective 

moduli of media, thus, triggering a decrease in S-wave velocity. Also, possible small 

amounts of partial melt, which are remained in the areas that ascending magmas go 

through, contribute to the velocity reductions. Therefore, I propose that fractures and/or 

small amounts of partial melt are responsible for the observed crustal S-velocity 

anomalies, which may infer possible pathways for ascending magmas. However, it is still 

unclear if there is a causal relation between the observed S-velocity anomalies and the 

volcanism. Further local studies are necessary. 

Our 3-D shear-velocity models reveal an upper-mantle LVZ below western Arabia, 

supporting the model of lateral mantle flow. This LVZ can be interpreted to indicate the 

presence of partial melts that in turn may be the magma source feeding the Cenozoic 

harrats. As for the origin of the partial melt, we postulate that the magmas under the 

central and northern portions of western Arabia may be mainly triggered by the 
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decompression partial melting of local lithospheric and sub-lithospheric mantle related to 

the Arabian lithospheric extension. In southwestern Arabia, both lithospheric thinning 

and the Afar plume lead to the production of magmas. Additionally, a mechanism 

involving the northward mantle flow, the Cenozoic volcanic activities, and the difference 

in lava composition is rephrased by us.   

As for the Red Sea, we detect an oceanic crust at the eastern edge of the southern Red 

Sea. However, our seismic data and stations do not fully cover the main regions of the 

Red Sea, thus, more detailed structural features below the Red Sea cannot be imaged. 

Therefore, combining stations and data from east Africa (e.g., Egypt and Sudan) would 

be very important to obtain seismic ray-paths across the Red Sea that allow investigating 

the larger-scale and deeper Red Sea structure. This would allow to further examine the 

style and state of rifting of the Red Sea.  

Additional future work is needed to study in detail the local velocity structures 

underneath the Cenozoic lava fields better illuminate the possible existence of the crustal 

low shear-velocity anomalies that I observe and interpret as fractures and small amounts 

of partial melt. Crustal seismic anisotropy investigations with receiver function data 

could be useful to further understand the local volcanic/magmatic processes in western 

Arabia. Also, I notice that some latest studies (e.g., Blanchette et al., 2018) develop 

thermal evolution model underneath harrat areas. Following similar ideas, I could try to 

construct a thermal/thermal-evolution model for lava areas and/or the entire Arabian 

shield constrained by heat-flow, S-velocity model, and/or some other effects. 
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